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By SHARON BRILL 
"We'll get the library. I 
have talked to enough 
legislators who are sym- 
pathetic and to the governor 
who is very sympathetic to 
our needs to know that they 
are going to respond to these 
needs." 
This is the conclusion of Dr. 
Ronald Carrier, president of 
Madison College in response 
to Dr. Paul Sartori's 
statement that the General 
Assembly will not fund any 
capitol outlay this session and 
probably none next session. 
Sartori, assistant director 
of the State Council of Higher 
Education in Virginia, said 
"Higher education doesn't 
make it on the top of the 
General Assembly's list 
automatically." 
"The alternative (if the 
General Assembly does not 
fund these buildings) is to cut 
back on enrollment," Carrier 
said. "This is not a very good 
alternative." He added that 
this decision would depend on 
what the General Assembly 
does this coming session. 
Carrier said the state of 
Virginia does not borrow 
money or pay for capitol 
outlay through bonds as a lot 
of other states do. Vrginia 
pays for this out of its 
operation funds, which are not 
growing rapidly enough to 
meet all retirements in the 
state, according to Carrier. 
"We obviously need space, 
along with some other schools 
in the state," said Carrier. He 
added that since Madison is a 
residential campus that it is 
possible to "spread the 
classes out more" and better 
deal with the space 
inadequacy. 
Carrier said, that the 
General Assembly has 
delayed funding buildings so 
that now "they are beyond the 
critical point and are at the 
acute point not only on this 
campus but throughout the 
state." 
He said, "Had we not had 
(Continued on Page 17) 
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SGA studies check policy 
By BARBARA BURCH 
A resolution which would 
allow students to write checks 
for one dollar more than the 
amount of purchase to Duke's 
Grill is currently being 
studied by the Student 
Government Association 
(SGA). 
Student services com- 
mittee chairman Steve Butler 
brought up a resolution in 
Tuesday's meeting that the 
SGA be responsible for all 
checks returned to Duke's 
Grill and that the SGA would 
trace these checks back to 
their writers. 
A $10 fine would be imposed 
on the check writer, and the 
student's records would be 
held until the debt was paid. 
A motion to table the 
resolution was made because 
there was considerable 
question expressed as to the 
feasibility of the resolution. 
Many senators said there was 
insufficient evidence to 
warrant SGA voting on the 
resolution right awav. 
There were four major 
objections to the proposal, 
according  to  finance  com- 
mittee chairman Paul 
Manning. 
Manning said that there 
was a question as to who 
would hold the student's 
record, who could hold the 
records, and how much good 
holding a student's records 
would do. 
The only time a student 
needs his records is at 
graduation and registration, 
said Manning. If a student 
wrote a bad check in January, 
the SGA would not be able to 
take effective action on it until 
the following September, 
essentially giving the student 
a "interest-free loan" from 
the SGA, he said. 
Manning also said he 
believed tracking down the 
bad checks might prove to be 
too much work for Mike 
Louden, SGA treasurer. 
Although Louden said he 
wanted to trace the checks, 
Manning was afraid that 
Louden may "bite off more 
than he can chew." 
The possibility of placing a 
fine on students who write bad 
checks was suggested, said 
Manning, because the holding 
of  records  would  not  be 
"sufficient short term 
punitive action." 
The tying up of SGA funds 
was another reason for the 
tabling of the resolution, said 
Manning. Because the SGA is 
"tight on money" this year, he 
said, there are better uses for 
SGA money than "backing up 
rubber checks." 
The motion was tabled in 
an 15-11 vote. 
Later in the meeting, the 
executive council voted 5-1 to 
veto the motion to table. 
(Continued on Page 18) 
Madison's 
tenure rate 
low for Va. 
By SANDY AMANN 
Madison College has a 
lower percentage of tenured 
faculty than the state and the 
nation, according to a study 
conducted by the State 
Council for Higher Education 
for Virginia (SCHEV). 
The relatively low number 
of tenured faculty is to 
Madison's advantage, ac- 
cording to Dr. Thomas 
Stanton, vice president for 
academic affairs, who said it 
allows the college more 
flexibility in its staff. 
Only 39 per cent of 
Madison's faculty is tenured, 
as compared to the overall 
Virginia average of almost 45 
per cent, according to 
SCHEV. The     national 
average for tenured faculty is 
almost 57 per cent. 
Madison expects to have 67 
r cent of its faculty tenured 
1964, the study indicates. 
The problem with too high a 
tenure level is "if 100 per cent 
of the faculty is tenured and 
the school loses students, what 
do you do?" according to 
Stanton. 
SCHEV is studying tenure 
and faculty workload so that it 
can make recommendations 
to the General Assembly 
during the next legislative 
session. Currently, each 
institution in the state is 
allowed to determine its own 
tenure policy, Stanton said. 
(Continued on Page 18) 
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Homecoming parade 
may be largest yet 
Coiincil's veto power debated 
By FRANK RATHBUN 
During Tuesday's Student 
Government Association 
meeting, a constitutional 
question arose regarding 
whether the SGA Executive 
Council can legally veto the 
tabling of a resolution. 
The controversy centers 
around the council's veto of a 
motion tabling a check- 
cashing resolution. It does not 
involve the original 
resolution, which calls for the 
SGA to underwrite all bad 
checks written at Duke's 
Grill. 
After approximately 30 
minutes of discussion on the 
original resolution, a motion 
was passed to table, which 
precluded any further 
discussion on the  resolution 
during that meeting. 
Later in the meeting, the 
Executive Council met while 
the session was in progress, 
and voted 4 to l to veto the 
tabling. The effort to veto 
failed to muster the required 
two-thirds majority, but the 
constitutionality of the at- 
tempted veto remained. 
Paul Manning, chairman of 
the SGA finance committee, 
maintains that the veto 
constitutes an "abuse of 
power" on the council's part. 
The tabling of a resolution 
is an "internal senate func- 
tion." and thus, not subject to 
an Executive Council veto. 
Manning said. "A logical 
extension of this act." (the 
veto) Manning added, is that 
the .council  could  veto  any ( 
parliamentary procedure. 
"He (Anestos) -wants it 
(check cashing resolution) 
resolved now, without full 
consideration of the con- 
sequences," Manning said. 
"He doesn't want to wait." 
"My committee (finance) 
takes its time, but we get 
damn good results." Manning 
added. « 
Anestos could not be 
reached for comment. 
SGA Parliamentarian 
Roger Bertholf was unable to 
rule on the matter during the 
meeting, but indicated his 
intention to make a ruling 
during next Tuesday's SGA 
meeting. 
"The question." Bertholf 
said, "is whether a motion to 
(Continued on Page 10) , . , 
Madison's Homecoming 
parade will be the largest in 
the school's history and may 
be the largest homecoming 
parade of any college or 
university in Virginia, ac- 
cording to the office of public 
information. 
The 68-unit parade will 
feature 22 marching bands, 12 
floats, 20 cars and 14 
miscellaneous units. 
The parade will form at 
10:30 a.m. Saturday on the 
Madison campus and go down 
Main Street to Court Square. 
That parade will then torn on 
to Liberty Street and go up 
Main Street and Cantrell 
Avenue to Harrisonburg High 
School, where it will disperse. 
The theme for the parade is 
"Hooray for Hollywood" and 
parade floats and marching 
units will carry out this 
theme. 
The high school bands from 
throughout Virginia will be 
competing for rune awards. 
Trophies will be awarded for 
first place and plaques for 
second and third place in the 
competition, which is divided 
into two classes based on 
school enrollment. 
Gold cups will be presented 
to the outstanding drum 
major and feature majorette 
in the parade. 
The, Madison  President;*. 
Trophy will be awarded to the 
best overall high school band 
in either enrollment category. 
The 36-inch President's 
Trophy is a continuing award 
and is displayed for one year 
by the winning band. If a band 
wins the award three years, 
the trophy is awarded per- 
manently. 
The winner of the 
President's Trophy at last 
year's homecoming was the 
Fort Defiance High School 
band, which is returning to 
defend the trophy this year. 
The Madison College 
Marching Dukes will be in the 
parade along with the 21 high 
school unite.    . 
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SGA woofs again 
,B> Barbara Burch- 
I was sitting in my room 
yesterday, when I heard 
something scratching at the 
door. 
"Woof,"   somebody   said. 
"Who's there?" I asked, 
not convinced that the hatchet 
man was just a myth. 
"Woof,"   somebody   said. 
I slowly opened the door. 
Nobody was there. 
"Woof,"   somebody   said. 
I looked down and there 
was Duke, with some papers 
under his collar. 
"Oh, are you a carrier 
bulldog now?" I asked. 
Duke growled, "woof," he 
said. 
"Sorry," I said, really 
beginning to wonder if this 
were some kind of joke. 
Along with the papers was 
a note which read: "I found 
this when I was lying under 
Suzanne Greene's desk, and 
thought you might like to have 
it." 
It was signed with a paw 
print. 
The papers bore the 
heading, "Minutes of Secret 
Meeting Held in Secret SGA 
Headquarters Under Quad." 
Real subtle aren't they, I 
thought. 
"Woof," said Duke. 
The most interesting part 
of the secret minutes were the 
proposals made at the 
meeting, which were ob- 
viously never intended for 
publication. 
The secret proposals 
read:Whereas there should be 
some sort of uniformity 
amongst the members of 
SGA's finest, be it resolved 
that all members of the 
executive council wear 
overalls and painter's hats 
every Tuesday. 
Whereas the food in the 
dining hall is very distasteful, 
be it resolved that the entire 
thing be blown to kingdom 
come. 
This proposal was amended 
to read: Whereas the. food in 
the dining hall is purported to 
be of high vitamin quality, be 
it resolved that the quality of 
the food served be in- 
vestigated. 
Whereas SGA officials are 
representative of the student 
body of Madison College, and 
consequently should put forth 
an intelligent appearance, be 
it resolved that all SGA 
senators and officers each be 
given one copy of a dictionary 
and a set of encyclopedias. 
Whereas subversive plots 
are running rampant, and no 
one can be sure how or where 
he stands, be it resolved that 
all SGA officials be Riven 
track shoes and a portable 
chair. 
Whereas students need 
some form of relaxation in 
their spare time, be it 
resolved that the SGA in- 
vestigate the possibility of 
renting out Kavanaugh's 
Hotel for one night a week. 
This proposal was amended 
to include that the SGA should 
run a shuttle bus to and from 
the hotel. 
Whereas the executive 
council works very hard to 
viably perform its duties and 
should not have to waste its 
valuable time making beer 
runs to Duke's Grill, be it 
resolved that a top be installed 
in the SGA office for the use of 
said executive council. 
Whereas it has been 
scientifically proven that 
there is a definite link between 
mouth and mind, be it 
resolved that any senator 
heard making questionable 
remarks in public should 
either have a frontal lobotomy 
or his mouth sewn up. 
The above proposal was 
amended to read: If these 
measures do not succeed, the 
senator shall have to write "I 
will not make questionable 
remarks in public" 1,000 times 
and submit it to the executive 
council for approval. 
Whereas cheating is in- 
creasing at Madison, be it 
resolved that the penal section 
of the Honor Code be revised 
to read: And if your right eye 
causes you to cheat, pluck it 
out and throw it away. And if 
your right hand causes you to 
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Let each decide its future 
i 
By GARY MICHAEL 
During the present period 
of so-called peaceful 
coexistence between the 
major world power blocks, the 
free nations of the world must 
stay alert and keep a watchful 
eye for aggression that could 
hinder efforts for total world 
peace and jeopardize areas 
vital to the security of all free 
people. 
Generally speaking, the 
world can be considered to be 
at peace, but the threat of 
outside intervention in the 
affairs of smaller nations by 
the more influencial powers is 
definitely a threat to much of 
the world's population. 
Southern Africa is one of 
the areas where outside in- 
tervention has become 
common as both the Soviets 
and the Cubans have made 
progress toward drawing the 
area under their   influence. 
The United States, along 
with several other western 
nations, has begun diplomacy 
to head off the possible fall of 
the area to Soviet domination, 
and these efforts are to be 
commended. 
They do, however, need to 
be increased if the area's right 
to determine its own destiny is 
to be preserved. 
The situation in southern 
Africa .is intricate, and 
caution and time must be 
taken to see that a practical 
and just solution is achieved. 
The questions of the area 
cannot be solved overnight, 
but the latest diplomatic trips 
by Secretary ot State Henry 
Kissinger appear to be the 
most logical way of ap- 
proaching the complex 
problems. 
The situations in the two 
primary areas of conflict- 
Rhodesia and South Africa- 
are quite different. However, 
the latest work by Kissinger 
shows that a solution to each 
can be achieved peacefully. 
In Rhodesia, a self- 
proclaimed independent 
British colony of six million 
blacks and less than 300 
thousand whites, the question 
whether the natives of the 
area or the descendants of the 
colonials of several centuries 
ago are the nation's rightful 
rulers. 
The     white      minority 
Elaimed itself  the  ruling 
in 1964, and it received 
*  challenge  from   the 
British who were withdrawing 
from colonial holdings around 
the world. 
Under the rule of Ian 
Smith, the group has con- 
tinued to dominate the 
nation's politics. The ruling 
class, however, continually 
faces an increasing demand 
for self-rule from the black 
majority. 
Kissinger has been able to 
bring the two sides together 
and has gotten the white 
minority to agree to give the 
blacks control within 18 
months. The solution is not 
totally acceptable to all 
concerned, but it does mark a 
positive step toward an an- 
swer without violence. 
The situation in South 
Africa is somewhat different 
The importance of the free 
nations working for a peaceful 
solution to the African 
problems can be seen through 
the example of Angola earlier 
in the year. 
In that instance, Cuban 
forces, with the backing of the 
Soviet Union, entered the 
battle for control on the side of 
one faction and were suc- 
cessful in setting up a Marxist 
form of government. 
Angola was slightly dif- 
ferent than the present 
situations in that no real 
authority had been 
established prior to the out- 
break in fighting. The lesson 
to be learned, however, is the 
same. 
There have been no reports 
Hhey face the possibility 
of a more polarized world' 
in that there are no original 
natives of the country. The 
white minority is descendent 
from European settlers of the 
colonial era, while most of the 
balcks are descendants of 
workers brought into the 
country some time later. 
Added to the South African 
question is the nation's 
political system of apartheid 
whereby the population is 
segregated by race. The 
system provides for such 
things as separate entrances 
to public buildings for blacks 
ana whites. It makes the 
blacks secondary citizens, and 
they are now struggling for 
equal rights. 
Here too Kissinger 'lias 
made progress toward a 
peaceful settlement in that the 
South African government has 
begun to ease its racist 
policies. 
of direct Soviet or Cuban 
intervention in either 
Rhodesia or South Africa, but 
any increase in the hostilities 
make such intervention more 
likely. 
The  nations  of   southern 
Africa    deserve    the    op- 
fiortunity to decide their 
utures and not to have them 
decided by outside in- 
tervention. Kissinger's ef- 
forts, though not dictating 
policy for either side, is a step 
toward preserving the area's 
political identity. 
The western nations need to 
continue to exert their in- 
fluence in formulating a 
peaceful solution but not 
through a forced process. 
Unless they do, they may face 
the prospect of a more 
polarized world with southern 
Africa under Soviet 
domination. 
The Breeze is planning to 
devote a portion of its editorial 
section to articles written by 
Madison College students, 
faculty and administration. 
We welcome any con- 
tributions that deal with a 
particular area of individual 
interest. 
We are asking that con- 
tributors  submit   columns 
adapted for a large reading 
audience who may not be 
familiar with the content. 
Please limit manuscript 
length to 1,000 to 1,500 words 
Each article submitted 
should be typed, and double- 
spaced. All material is 
subject to editing; however, 
individuals will be contacted 
should problems arise. 
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Political involvement needed 
'Goofy-fun9 needed 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to 
a letter to the editor about they 
immaturity of downhill male 
residents. 
First of all, I can see your 
point ot view. But, I want to 
ask you what, exactly, do you 
think college life consists of? 
All studies? You've got to try 
to realize that this breaking 
loose happens infrequently, at 
best, and it is a way students, 
. both male and female, relieve 
the pressure that builds up 
from studying. 
It is also a goofy-fun social 
interaction which both sides 
seem to enjoy. Most of the 
"shenanigans" are done in 
fun, and they are a better 
outlet for pent-up emotions 
than some other alternatives, 
of which vandalism is a good 
example. 
If you think all of this is 
immature, you should be glad 
you weren't in college during 
the late sixties, when there 
were more "mature" outlets 
such as demonstrations and 
riots. You might also consider 
the alternatives that are open 
to you, such as moving off 
campus or transferring to a 
dorm that is not located near 
male residents. 
Finally, I would like to ask 
why you didn't sign your name 
to the letter? Did you not want 
to be known because you felt 
that you represent a very 
small minority on campus, yet 
write the letter in order to 
relieve your own pent-up 
emotions? Probably. 
Scott Newall 
To the Editor: 
The Young Democrats of 
Madison College wish to 
protest the insinuation in a 
cartoon in the Oct. 19 issue of 
The Breeze that the only way 
to stir political interest in 
Madison students is to ply 
them with beer. 
While there is not a great 
deal of political activity on the 
campus, most students have 
an interest and a genuine 
concern in the upcoming 
election. The recent drive to 
distribute absentee ballots 
and the accompanying results 
are evidence of that. 
Apathy and indifference to 
the candidates are not 
phenomena reflective solely of 
Madison College. Such a mood 
can be found prevelant 
nationwide. 
As far as this college is 
concerned, groups like the 
Young Democrats, College 
Republicans and Young 
Americans for Freedom can 
do only so much to involve the 
campus community in 
political action. 
Other institutions such as 
the SGA and The Breeze 
which have a responsibility to 
help students in their role as 
citizens should shoulder some 
of the blame for the lack of 
political awareness at 
Madison. 
The problem does not lie in 
the supposed condition of 
political apathy of the 
students (at least until they 
are offered a beer). The real 
problem is that organizations 
with an obligation to aid the 
student body by promoting a 
diversity of political opinion 
are not doing enough to en- 
courage students into 
becoming politically involved. 
We hope this condition will 
not last much longer. It might 
be well for everyone to keep in 
mind the words of Albert 
Einstein when he noted in 
1946, "It is the duty of every 
citizen according to his best 
capacities to give validity to 
his convictions in political 
affairs." 
Officers. The Young 
Democrats     of     Madison 
College. 
Raids 'good clean fun' 
Florida couple thanks Madison students 
To the Editor: 
The recent "panty raids" 
at certain dorms at Madison 
certainly are not worth 
dwelling on very long. 
However, I feel that I must 
respond to the recent letter-to- 
the-editor saying that certain 
male students are immature. 
Really now, good clean fun 
is good clean fun. These raids 
happen very seldom and 
cause no one harm. 
Psychologists describe last 
year's rash of streaking 
across     college     campus 
everywhere as harmless fun 
also. 
If the panty raids at 
Madison can be compared to 
last year's streaking craze, 
then thousands of college 
students everywhere must be 
very immature. 
So let's not get hung up 
about a little fun, and please 
don't criticize college students 
and make judgments, unless 
youare a psychology major 
with a PfflT 
Name withheld at author's 
request 
In the early evening of Oct. 
14 we had some car trouble at 
the corner of South Main and 
one other street. We coasted 
to a stop at the side of the 
road. Two young women left 
their cars and helped us push 
the car into a driveway near a 
Madison College dorm. We 
thank these ladies for their 
help. 
While   waiting   for   AAA 
assistance three Madison 
students tried to help us. They 
seemed to know much about 
mechanics of automobiles, but 
our Buick's trouble seemed 
unusual. Later the tow truck 
took our car to a garage. 
One of the young men took 
us in his car back to the motel. 
We are indebted to him for his 
help and kindness. We wish to 
thank all of those who helped 
us. It made us feel that the 
youth of today-especially 
those at Madison College- are 
the true citizens of our 
country. 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Swanson 
Orlando, Fla. 
Editor's note: the above 
letter appeared as a letter to 
the editor in the Oct. 20 Daily 
News-Record. 
"Just blowing off steam 59 
News Analysis 
Ford 'good guy but dumb' 
By MARY HAYES SHEA 
President Ford, so close to 
catching Jimmy Carter, has 
made several major blunders 
which should widen the gap 
between the two in one of the 
most mistake-prone 
presidential campaigns. 
These recent errors include' 
his asinine statement that 
"there is no Soviet domination 
of eastern Europe," his 
reluctance in firing Earl Butz, 
his golfing with lobbyists and 
whether or not he improperly 
used  political contributions. 
From the beginning of the 
campaign, Carter was on the 
defensive. His mistakes in- 
cluded "ethnic purity," a 
controversial Playboy article 
and a very poor showing in the 
first debate. 
Ford's mistakes, however, 
overshadow Carter's, putting 
the President on the defen- 
sive. 
It is hard to believe that 
Ford could have made such a . 
misstatement concerning 
eastern Europe in front of 
millions of television viewers. 
The effect was one of rein- 
forcing his image as a good 
guy, but a very dumb one, and 
definitely   not  one   smart 
The Breeze 
will not publish 
Friday, Nov. 5. 
enough to be president. 
He waited a full week 
before apologizing for the 
remark. This hesitation 
further proves his inability to 
effectively perform as 
president. 
The Earl Butz situation did 
not help Ford's cause either. 
Butz' disgusting and crude 
remark brought insult to a 
sizable segment of the 
American people.   "" 
Ford, however, did not fire 
him probably because he 
would have endangered some 
votes in farm states where 
Butz is popular. A sad excuse 
for such a huge offense. Upon 
accepting Butz' resignation, 
Ford said that it was "one of 
the saddest decisions of my 
Presidency." 
That is hard to believe. 
How could Ford call accepting 
a bigot's resignation sad. 
(Ford called him "decent and 
good.") 
Thus far in the campaign, 
Ford has managed to show his 
incompetence. Is there also a 
tinge of dishonesty involved? 
Ford's recent IRS report 
shows a fine line between his 
public and private ex- 
penditures. Large campaign 
contributions from two 
maritime unions and expenses 
picked up by lobbyists are 
involved here. 
These, unfortunatly, ,are 
almost common occurrences 
in American government, but 
their disclosures come at a 
most inopportune time for 
Ford. 
The combination of the 
above factors are causing 
Ford to lose the momentum he 
once held. Carter too has 
made some major mistakes, 
but Ford's are far worse and 
will probably cost him the 
election. 
To the Editor: 
We would like to answer the 
concerns of "Name withheld 
by request" who is worried 
about the level of maturity of 
downhill males. 
We consider this so called 
"immature" behavior as 
quite normal for college age 
males and females. Didn't 
you ever hear your parents 
talk about similar pranks 
when they were in college? 
Why do you think security 
doesn't break up these 
gatherings? Maybe they 
recognize these occurances 
for what they are, students 
blowing off steam by having a 
little good clean fun. 
We do not agree with any 
action leading to damage of 
property or physical injury. 
College is a time to learn to 
get along with others, and we 
feel that for your own ad- 
justment perhaps you should 
learn to put up with an oc- 
casional disturbance. 
We suggest you get your 
head out of the sand, (or 




Editor's note: Seven more 
slgaatares were attached to 
this letter. 
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Average student moderate 
By D^AYNE YANCEY 
The average Madison 
College student is a moderate 
independent who plans to vote 
for President Ford, usually 
knows who his congressman 
and senators are, gets most of 
his news from television, and 
reads "The Washington Post" 
several times a week. 
These were the results of a 
political awareness poll-of 253 
Madison students conducted 
by The Breeze Oct. 4-6. 
A plurality of those sur- 
veyed. 34 per cent, stated that 
television was their primary 
source of news and in- 
formation. Twenty-five per 
cent said that they received 
most of their news from 
newspapers, 19 per cent from 
radio, 12 per cent by word of 
mouth, and seven per cent 
from magazines. 
Forty per cent indicated 
that they read a newspaper 
"every few days," 22 per cent 
read a paper daily, 17 per cent 
once a week. Sixteen per cent 
said that they seldom read a 
newspaper, and one per cent 
said they never did. 
Those surveyed were asked 
which paper they read most 
often. "The Washington 
Post," read by 31 per cent, 
was most frequently named. 
In addition to the Post, and a 
host of hometown papers, the 
"Richmond Times-Dispatch" 
and the "Harrisonburg Daily 
News-Record," both at 11 per 
cent, and the "Washington 
Star," at seven percent, were 
in the forefront. 
Student opinion concerning 
the image of the media was 
also measured. 
Sixty-five per cent said 
they  considered  the  media 
"Somewhat reliable," 
compared to 31 per cent who 
termed it "very reliable" and 
4 per cent who said that it was 
"not reliable." 
Seventy-one per cent of the 
respondents said the media 
was "very important" in 
forming opinions, 26 per cent 
said it was "somewhat im- 
portant" and three per cent 
said that it had no influence in 
forming opinions. 
As a general summary to 
the political awareness poll, 
those surveyed were asked 
whether they considered it 
important to be informed. 
Eighty-one per cent said that 
it was "very important" to be 
informed, 17 per cent said it 
was "somewhat important" 
and one per cent said being 
informed was "not im- 
portant." 
Rep. Robinson lashes out 
against government spending 
CHIP CARTER, son of Jimmy Carter, speaks at Democratic 
headquarters in Harrisonburg. 
Photo by P»l*y Johns 
By DWAYNE YANCEY 
Seventh District 
Congressman J. Kenneth 
Robinsion lashed out against 
government spending Mon- 
day, saying that "only an 
economic sleight-of hand 
artist can fail to recognize the 
affects that excessive 
government spending has in 
the marketplace today." 
Robinson told about 130 
Shenandoah Valley business 
and civic leaders gathered at 
Madison College for an 
economics seminar that the 
government was being "a 
voracious hog in the money 
market" by spending money it 
did not have. This causes 
inflation, he said, which in 
turn prevents businesses from 
expanding and creating new 
jobs. 
Too much emphasis is 
being placed on unem- 
ployment figures, which 
currently stand at 7.8 per cent, 
Robinson said. 
"Unemployment figures 
are not the only criteria to 
look at when considering the 
total economic picture in the 
country," he said, noting that 
3.7 million more Americans 
now have jobs than in March, 
1975. 
Ford  wins campus poll 
President Gerald Ford has 
won a presidential preference 
poll of Madison College 
students, receiving 46 per cent 
of the vote to 36 per cent for 
Democrat Jimmy Carter. 
Fourteen per cent of the 
students were undecided on 
their choice and another two 
per cent gave write-in votes to 
several other candidates. The 
remaining two per cent of the 
ballots were invalidated for a 
variety of reason. 
Of the 1,177 students taking 
part in the poll 544 said they 
favor Ford and 420 said they 
support Carter. 
The total vote represents 
some 15 per cent of Madison's 
total enrollment of 7,659. The 
poll was conducted Oct. 12 and 
13 by the Pi Gammu Mu social 
science   honor   society. 
Students   were   polled   at 
random outside dining hall 
entrances four and five. 
The vote was also broken 
down into the number of 
students who plan to vote, who 
aren't going to vote and who 
are undecided on voting. 
Ford won 502-318 among 
those   who are  definitely 
Klanning to vote. Carter, 
owever, was a 65-28 choice 
among those who aren't going 
to vote on Nov. 2 and was 
favored 37-14 by those un- 
certain whether they will vote. 
Eight per cent of the 
students polled said they 
haven't decided if they'll vote 
and 10 per cent said they won't 
vote. 
The smattering of write-in 
votes in the poll went to Jerry 
Brown, Gus Hall, Lester 
Maddox, Eugene McCarthy, 
Ronald Reagan and Morris 
Udall. 
Of the students polled, 79 
per cent listed Virginia as 
their home state and 21 per 
cent listed other states. 
Madison's total actual break- 
down of in-state and out-of- 
state students is 81-19. 
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"We're all linked together 
in a capitalistic free en- 
terprise system," Tobinson 
said, and solving unem- 
ployment by putting people on 
the public payroll "is not the 
answer." 
He   criticized   the   last 
session of Congress for adding 
$50.5 billion to the federal 
debt. 
"The 94th Congress played 
the familiar, but all to 
dangerous, deficit-be-damned 
game," he said.    "It could 
(Continued on Page 17) 
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Annual Horse Show held at Weyers Cave 
By GINA GARERI 
The   scene   is   active. 
Competitors  are   in   their 
corners     of   preparation- 
contemplating,   doctoring, 
receiving advice.   Onlookers 
lounge  on car hoods     ab- 
sorbing the sun's warmth, 
viewing the scene. Dogs dart 
about the field occasionally 
confronting  spectators   with 
questioning looks.    Chickens 
traverse a yard overlooking 
the arena of competition. 
It doesn't appear to be the 
site for a college athletic 
competition,but such was the 
scene at the recent Madison 
College Annual Horse Show 
held October 6, at Weyers 
Cave Virginia.     The Horse 
Show  was  sponsored  and 
coordinated by the Madison 
Equitation Team. 
The Madison Equitation 
Team evolved from the 
Pegasus Club, a past riding- 
interest campus organization 
which was dissolved after the 
establishment of the team. 
The team consists of six 
riders; Lisa Overton, Loren 
Hegerle, Debbie Crist, Lynn 
Kramer, Lynn Moreland, 
Susan Ward, and alternate 
Lisa Vesper. Susan Ward 
suffered a back injury in a 
recent fall and will be unable 
to continue the season com- 
petition. The team is co-ed 
but has not had a male rider in 
more than two years. 
The Madison Equitation 
Team belongs to the In- 
tercollegiate Horseshow 
Association, an organization 
that was created to provide 
interest, exposure, in- 
struction and competition for 
the college rider. The 
Association established 
guidelines to organizing shows 
and to the rule of judging and 
entry costs. 
Two types of competition 
have been established: open 
and intercollegiate. The first 
is open to any rider, whether a 
college team member or 
townsperson. The    in- 
tercollegiate shows have only 
college team mem- 
bers competing with com- 
petitors riding the host team's 
horses and judging based 
solely on the equitation of the 
rider. Intercollegiate shows 
are set in advance and 
Madison's will be held in 
conjunction with Mary 
Baldwin on November 5. 
Nine competition 
levels are devised 
The Association devised 
nine classifications of com- 
petition with riders entering 
according to their levels of 
riding ability. 
Six places are awarded per 
class each with a point value. 
Each team member ac- 
cumulates team and in- 
dividual points, with a 
minimum amount of in- 
dividual points set as 
qualification for regional and 
national competition. 
A maximum was 
established for individual 
points providing a method of 
fair competition; when the 
rider accumulates the 
maximum (and points are 
carried over every season) 
she must move up to the next 
level. 
The Virginia in- 
tercollegiate division that 
Madison belongs to includes 
UVA, Averett Virginia In- 
termont, Southern Seminary 
Lynchburg, Randolph Macon, 
Mary   Baldwin,   Sweetbriar, 
and lollins Longwood, 
colleges. 
Madison College pays the 
cost of team instruction, but 
only the top three riders enter 
team competition. The other 
riders are free to compete 
individually. 
The amount of preparation 
time required is difficult to 
•estimate. Preparations often 
start days in advance, with 
the away shows more time- 
consuming. "We start out at 4 
a.m. to prepare and load the 
horses...and you're lucky to 
get back to your dorm at 1" 
said Lois Geil. trainer and 
liason with the physical 
education department for the 
trainer and program. 
The riders are trained at 
Oak Manor Stables in Weyers 
Cave under the auspices of 
trainer   Theodosia   Berry. 
Mrs. Berry has been in the 
horse business since 1955 and 
has coordinated the team's 
training since its establish 
ment sue years ago.   . 
The training program 
places emphasis on in- 
tercollegiate competition, 
with Mrs. Berry deciding 
what the team is capable of 
doing and which shows to 
enter. Mrs. Berry also trains 
Mary Baldwin's equitation 
team. 
The nucleus of the team, 
however, is its riders, A 
majority have been exposed to 
horses since their youth. One 
freshman, Debbie Crist, has 





Most team members find 
the intercollegiate system of 
competition very appealing 
and fair. The economic 
feasibility of the program is 
one attraction, Crist said. Lisa 
Overton, however, expressed 
dislike of the danger that the 
system occasionally places 
the rider in by unfamiliarity 
with the host horse. 
Overton does not find the 
program too difficult to fit into 
her academic and social 
schedules, but the Friday 
shows present a "hassle 
because of tests generally 
given that day. .. "I have 
to take my tests on Monday; I 
(Continued on Page 6) 
EQUITATION TEAM RIDER Loren Hegerle 
(above) and her mount exhibit controlled form 
in a jumping class at the recent Madison Horse 
Show. Another team member, Lynn Moreland 
(left), and her horse take a break between 
competitions. 
Photo» by ProO«r Manny 
October 22, 1976 
ft 
Carpentry creates enthusiasm 
A POTENTIAL PAUL BUNYAN swings his axe in. Bernard 
Weisgerber's carpentry class. Class instruction includes 
teaching various aspects of woodworking.    pt»to by Don p«ttrs«n 
Annual Horse Show 
(Continued from Page 5) 
have a pretty understanding 
teacher   said Overton. 
She did find commuting to 
the stables inconvenient last 
year, and has since rented a 
room at Oak Manor. Com- 
muting to campus has not 
proved very troublesome 
except for parking "I've only 
gotten one ticket," she said. 
Another aspect of 
Madison's riding program is 
its non-team members. 
Madison's physical education 
department offers equitation 
courses and its riders are free 
to enter open horse show 
competitions. 
The experience gained 
from competition often proves 
invaluable to these riders, and 
they often continue in their 
training and are selected for 
the equitation team. 
One such rider, Chris Von 
Hemert, is very nappy with 
the riding program-.     "It's 
exciting; I've always been a 
competitor." Chris is also a 
member  of   the   Madison 
women's fencing team 
The amounts of time, 
dedication and skill involved 
with equitation teams often 
go unnoticed in the world of 
college athletics, but riders 
represent unique athletes. As 
trainer Berry said, "Riders 
are an isolated breed. 
Everybody has a talent, 
whether artistic or musical. 
And the horse is their in- 
strument, and the higher they 
tune it, it becomes a 
Stradivarius." 
Bv ANN SKJIEK 
Although many parts of a 
pine tree are edible. Bernard 
Weisgerber's class would 
rather chop than taste. 
Every Tuesday evening 
they're in the Madison College 
woods learning and practicing 
the skills of pioneer-carpentry 
on the locusts, oaks and 
maples that grow there. Eule 
Gibbons would surely approve 
of the lack of power tools and 
the emphasis on working with 
nature 
This class is perfect for 
anyone who can't sit still, 
hates to take notes, is usually 
late to class and enjoys a good 
work-out. The lecture begins 
about half and hour late, when 
everybody finally arrives. 
The students put down the 
projects they had been 
working on and sit on the 
ground to listen to a brief 
lecture on rail-splitting, in- 
cluding the proper types of 
wood and their preparation. 
There are plenty ot 
distractions. A jogger thuds 
his way through the group 
three times. Some nature 
lovers glance over curiously 
as they hike into the woods. 
" But Weisgerber puts up 
stiff competition for the at- 
tention of his students. To 
illustrate a point he strides 
across the trail and grabs a 
tree. "This is sassafrass." He 
pulls off a leaf to show his 
listeners. 
They nod attentively as he 
injects a defense for log cabin 
building into his lecture. 
"Woodworking is not an artsy 
craft. It is a professional 
craft, like blacksmithing." He 
tells his class it is learning a 
craft that is more than 
decoupage and which requires 
at least as much skill and 
physical  ability  as   football: 
With an hour to go. the 
class takes its equipment and 
plunges into the woods to find 
a tree to make rails. 
Everybody takes turns 
chopping at a large locust - a 
businessman from 
Bridgewater in a hard hat, 
four Madison students in jeans 
and flannel shirts. 
They watch each other for 
skill and lack of it: "Look at 
George! He really makes 
those chips fall." Two men 
display their damaged  axe 
AP 
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blades, h result of tough wood 
and powerful swings 
A smaller tree is-Celled to 
make way for the locust In 
positioning the cuts, the 
weight of the branches and the 
desired path of the fall is 
taken into account 
Gasps Groans. Giggles. A 
giant teepee is formed as the 
locust, minutely misjudged, 
crashes into the tops of two 
other trees and locks bran- 
ches. 




with the trees'' 
Getting it unstuck means 
prying, sawing and chopping 
at two of the trees until they 
both fall "These things 
happen." Weisgerber tells his 
class, "and this is a good time 
for you to learn what to do." 
For an hour he guides the 
more experienced students in 
wrestling with the trees. 
"Waste of a good bath." 
George pants as he stands 
sweating and exhausted. The 
fight with the "contrary" tree 
is over and so is this week's 
class. The lesson will have to 
be repeated since nobody got 
to split rails. 
Beyond this semester 
course in pioneer carpentry is 
a hazy future. There is a 
second semester course in- 
which these students can 
learn the fundamentals of the 
actual building of a cabin: 
preparing, notching and 
joining the logs. 
Weisgerber hopes for more. 
"The   only   way   to   teach 
window ;md door construction 
is to actually build a log 
cabin." 
Weisgerber is hesitant 
Could it be possible that 
Madison College would allow 
a cabin to be built on ca mpus'.' 
Would the college fund it? 
More basically, is there any 
interest in such a project'.' 
His students care Most of 
them are taking the course for 
the same reasons: it sounds 
interesting The skills could 
be valuable There is the 
possibility the> ma> actually 
build the house of their 
dreams, a log cabin 
In his dreams. Bernard 
Weisgerber builds the cabin 
on campus When finished, it 
is a learning center for other 
professional crafts, like 
blacksmithing and pottery 
making 
He envisions a spring 
competition in rail-splitting, 
log sawing, and other 
woodsman skills-a display of 
athletic prowess 
All the things may be 
possible. Weisgerber said, but 
they are not probable without 
interest and support. 
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Proposal to have SGA join NSL stalled 
v\cal    tn   have   the If Madison's SGA inins the ff   iho   criA     K,,,.,,™^,    «        ...«..u v.„ "~„„J *__ ... »_ __»        ' .,     ■    . A proposal to ave t e 
Student Government 
Association (SGA) pay $250 to 
join the National Student 
Lobby (NSLj,has been stalled 
in the SGA finance committee. 
"The SGA has the money to 
join, so they should do it," 
according to SGA President 
Mike Anestos, who believes 
that joining the NSL would help 
Madison "expand horizons. 
NSL is "students working 
for students" to lobby 
Congress for higher education 
legislation, according to 
Darryl Keys, a member of the 
NSL executive board of 
directors. 
i ' jo  
NSL, said Keys, it will cost 
only $250 because Keys is a 
member of the executive 
board of NSL, and a former 
Madison student. 
Keys stated in Monday's 
finance meeting that the $250 
SGA paid to NSL for dues 
would go towards reimbursing 
him for personal funds which 
he spent on a newsletter this 
summer. If Madison does not 
join, Keys said, he will not be 
refunded. 
Madison belonged to the 
NSL in 1973-1975, but has not 
renewed its membership for 
this year. 
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If the SGA becomes a 
member of NSL, they would 
receive three votes at a NSL 
conference to be held in 
Washington this spring. 
They will receive NSL 
information such as 
newsletters, press releases 
and financial reports, and 
they could send interns to 
work for the NSL in 
Washington at any time, Keys 
said. 
"They can also say they are 
part of the NSL's track 
record," he said. 
Anestos said that he had 
looked at NSL, judged their 
material, and decided that it 
would be "good for us to get 
into." 
Part of the SGA's job is to 
instill national interest in the 
students, he said, adding that 
he believes joining NSL would 
be educational, and a good 
way to broaden the school's 
interests. 
"We should think about the 
national affairs of students 
instead of just campus con- 
cerns," Anestos said. 
He added that he felt the 
SGA would decide to join the 
NSL. 
If the proposal is passed, 
the SGA will organize a 
delegation   to   attend   the 
convention in April, according 
to Anestos. 
A questionnaire will then be 
sent to students to determine 
their concerns on the national 
level. 
"We will then take those 
concerns to Washington," 
Anestos said. 
In Monday's finance 
committee meeting, finance 
chairman Paul Manning 
expressed a concern over the 
reimbursement statement 
which Keys made. 
"There is something there 
that doesn't meet the eye," he 
said. 
(Continued on Page 17) 
Evaluation policy announced 
By TOM DULAN 
The new faculty evaluation 
policy will reduce the number 
of evaluation forms that 
students have to fill out, said 
Dr. Helen Swink. 
"Students seemed to be 
getting tired of having to fill 
out so many evaluation form- 
s," said Swink, chairman of 
the faculty concerns com- 
mittee of the faculty senate. 
They began to quit filling 
them out "as a sort of silent 
protest." 
Under the evaluation policy 
Pulsar 
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IHI IIMt CCMPutl*' 
announced by Madison 
College President Ronald 
Carrier, student evaluations 
now will primarily be used in 
decisions about the tenure or 
promotion of a faculty 
member, and for periodic 
checks on a full professor. 
They may, however, be im- 
plemented in other cases at 
the volition of the individual 
departments. 
"Student evaluations are 
used as a learning experience 
for faculty. It's a positive, 
affirmative type procedure," 
Swink said, adding that 
"students have a great deal of 
influence on tenure and 
promotion." 
Last year, each depart- 
ment determined its own 
evaluation' policy. 
Evaluations were suggested 
by the college, but depart- 
ments were not required to do 
evaluations. 
A proposal was made last 
spring to institute a college- 
wide evaluation form. The 
Sroposal was rejected, 
jwever, because it was felt 





adequately apply to all 
departments, due to diver- 
sification of subject matter, 
Swink said. 
According to Carrier's 
plan, student evaluations will 
be used in evaluating a new, 
untenured faculty member 
during the second semester of 
his first year. 
If this initial evaluation is 
deemed satisfactory, the 
department head will conduct 
annual standard evaluations 
until the faculty member is 
eligile for tenure. In a stan- 
dard evaluation, student 
evaluations are optional 
additions to that of the 
department head, upon the 
decision of the department 
head. 
Upon eligibility for pro- 
motion or tenure, an 
exhaustive evaluation will be 
conducted. This type of 
evaluation calls for man- 
datory student evaluations 
complementing department 
head and colleague 
evaluations. The exhaustive 
evaluation    will    be    im- 
eemented at all promotional 
rtk. 
After tenure or promotion, 
the annual . standard 
evaluation will be used until 
eligibility for another 
promotion. Student 
evaluatiolns are again op- 
tional, until full professorship. 
A full professor will be 
evaluated every two or three 
years by a standard 
evaluation, which will include 
mandatory student 
evaluations. In this case, only 
one class of the professor's 
choice is required to evaluate. 
Otterbein United Methodist 
Church 
West Market and High Streets 
Bus schedule for the 11 am Service 
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Dance Theatre offers teaching-learning mix 
By      PAULA 
MERGENHAGEN 
For the Virginia Dance 
Company of Madison College, 
learning is a unique blend of 
teaching and performing. This 
young dance troupe, under the 
direction of Dr. Earlynn J. 
Miller, is new to Madison and 
the first of its kind in the state. 
What makes it so special? 
For one thing, the company is 
composed of seven graduate 
students from all over the 
country working toward a 
master's degree in dance. 
While undergraduate dance 
groups are common, a 
graduate company is less 
frequently seen. 
In addition, the company 
performs a' dance repertoire 
of folk and modern dance in a 
combination not often prac- 
ticed. 
The purpose of the program 
is two-fold, according to 
Miller, professor and coor- 
dinator of dance at Madison. 
It provides the dancers with 
experience in all facets of 
performance- choreography, 
lighting, costuming-and it 
offers them the opportunity to 
teach        via lecture- 
demonstrations at churches, 
schools,  and social centers. 
Second,   the  audience   is 
seen as an integral part of the 
performance. Programs are 
also geared toward those who 
can't participate physically 
but relate to dance never- 
theless. 
Even before the company 
was formed last summer, 
Miller had seen a need for it. 
Although Madison had un- 
dergraduate folk and modern 
ensembles, they were limited 
in their amount of travel. With 
40     students,      it     was 
economically difficult and 
because of the time involved, 
it was academically hard for 
undergraduates. 
Her proposed solution was 
a graduate company. But, 
first, a grant was needed to 
help financially support the 
group. 
Each year, certain federal 
funds are allocated to the 
states for their cultural 
programs. In Virginia, these 
funds are distributed by the 
Virginia Commission of Arts 
and Humanities. Requests are 
screened by a panel and 
recommendations are made 
to the commission. 
Miller applied for funding 
and received it. The request 
met "considerable com- 
petition," but she felt certain 
that Madison's "previous 
work" in dance had spoken for 
itself. 
In June, she had the money 
to start a company, and this 
necessitated the search for 
company members. 
Numerous applications were 
received, and each applicant 
was given a personal in- 
terview. Decisions were made 
in favor of those most well- 
rounded in skill-dance, 
choreography, and ex- 
perience. 
Seven were selected, and 
five were given graduate 
assistantships.   Most   had 
(Continued on Page 10) 
MEMBERS of Madison's 
graduate dance theatre 
rehearse their folk and 
modern dance routine. 
Experimental theatre: 
Endgame to open tonight 
By EDWINA JONES 
The Wampler Ex- 
perimental Theatre will open 
its 1976-77 season tonight at 
8:00 with the play "Engame" 
by Samuel Beckett. 
No Beckett piece has ever 
been done at Madison and the 
crew has been working on the 
play since the second week of 
September. 
The play is directed by 
Denise    Cooper,    a    1975 
Kaduate of Madison. While 
re, Cooper was a drama 
major and president of the 
Stratford Players. 
Three years ago, Cooper 
directed "Hair" which was 
the first show performed in 
the Experimental Theatre in 
Wampler. 
Cooper presently works in 
public relations and opperates 
Melrose Caverns Playhouse, 
where she directed 
"Shenandoah Song" this past 
summer. 
The Experimental Theatre 
was established for com- 
munication arts students as a 
chance to produce and per- 
form shows of their own 
choosing. Wampler is not, 
however, restricted to 
Madison students. It is open 
to the Madison community. 
This partially allowed Coopei 
to direct "Endgame." 
Her acquaintance with the 
two lead actors in "En- 
dgame" further allowed her to 
assume the direction. 
Christina Davis and Greg 
Biehn both performed in 
"Shenandoah Song" under 
Cooper's direction. 
Davis and Biehn are also 
responsible for bringing 
"Endgame" to Madison. 
They did one small scene from 
the play as an independent 
acting project this past 
summer and from this 
became interested in the 
entire show. 
According to Cooper, ''The 
audience makes up its mind 
what the show's about. But, 
it's been said that it's about 
four people after a 
catastrophe has occured and 
they're forced to stay 
together." 
The play is full of symbols- 
a lot of which refer to chess. 
"Endgame" is a chess term. 
"However," says Cooper, 
"the show is full of other 
symbols and I, as a director, 
don't stress any particular 
symbols." 
In addition, Cooper says, 
"People have said the show is 
similar to "Waiting for 
Godot," but Beckett says 
"Endgame" is more inhuman 
tWo "Godot." 
The four-member cast is 
made up solely of com- 
munication majors con- 
centrating in theatre. 
Davis, a senior, plays 
Hamm; Biehn, junior, plays 
Clov; Alan Rosenberg, senior, 
depicts Nagg; and Karen 
Marcus, a junior, plays Neil. 
Each has had acting ex- 
perience at Madison. Davis 
played Linda Loman in 
"Death of a Salesman" while 
Rosenberg was a member of 
the company in "Boccacio." 
Biehn and Marcus had parts 
in "Hot L Baltimore". 
Bill Bartlett, senior 
communication arts major, is 
technical director for the play. 
He will be^ directing the 
production of "Happy Bir- 
thday, I Wanda June,r next 
semester. 
When asked what he 
thought "Endgame" was 
about, Bill said, "The play's 
about itself.  That's all." 
"Endgame"      will      be 
§ resented tonight and 
aturday at 8:00 in the 
Wampler Building on Main 
Street.   The tickets will only 
SL'ZY WILLIAMS performs in last week's Stormin Norman 
and Su/y concert in the campus center. 
V*,^A*.t*.«tov,\7.\V.\\y.\ 7,7,7 *»i.,y <<«<*•* MM.. 
',W,7/,7, y ■/..■■,,'■ 
Through a child's eyes... 
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everything's exciting 
A rainy day confined this 
young boy to his home, but the 
A- 
raindrops falling outside 
of his window 
offered diversion. 
Progressing from examination 
* 
to action, the boy discovered 
the beauty in a rainfall. 
Photos by Mark Thompson 
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Announcements    Council's veto overridden 
announcements sub 
mitted to the Breeze must be 
double-space typed, signed by 
an officer of the organization 
and hand delivered to the 
Breeze office. 
Deadlines       for       an-l 
nouncements   are   3   p.m 
Tuesday for the Friday paper, 
and 3 p.m. Saturday for the 
Tuesday paper. 
All announcements are 
subject to editing and are 
printed on a space-available 
basis. 
Geology lecture 
Dr„Paul Edwin Potter, a 
profesSbr of geology at the 
University of Cincinnati, will 
give a lecture on "Big Rivers: 
Their Origins and Their 
Sands" on Tuesday, Oct. 26 at 
4:30 p.m. in Miller Hall 101. 
Law films 
The pre-legal society will 
begin showing a series of legal 
films called "Trial: the City 
and County of Denver vs. 
Lauren R. Watson." The film 
deals with the trial of a Black 
Panther charged with 
resisting a police officer. 
The four, 90-minute 
segments of the film will be 
shown on consectutive 
Wednesday, beginning Oct. 20, 
in Godwin 338 at 7 p.m. 
Free dorm disco 
Frederickson dorm will 
sponsor a free disco Friday, 
Oct. 22 from 9 p.m. until 1:30 
a.m. in Frederickson main 
lobby. Music is by the Un- 
derground Railroad. 
Indoor archery 
The indoor archery range 
will be open on Mondays and 
Wednesdays from 6 to 8 p.m. 
and on Tuesdays arid Thur- 
sdays from 2 to 4 p.m. for the 
remainder of the semester. 
Sen. Byrd here 
Senator Harry F. Byrd Jr., 
an independent running for re- 
election, will speak on Court 
Square at 4:30 p.m., Friday. 
Following the speech, he will 
walk to his campaign 
headquarters on E. Elizabeth 
St., where he will cut the 
ribbon and officially open his 
headquarters.   • 
Archery meeting 
There will be a meeting for 
all people interested in ar- 
chery on Monday, Oct. 25 at 7 
p.m. in Godwin 135, the indoor 
practice room. 
Play crew needed 
, People are needed to work 
on costuming, scene building 
and the prop crew for the 
Madison College Theatre 
production of "Woyzeck." 
Call the scene shop at 6122 or 
the costume shop at 6474. 
Minister to speak 
Beat Steiner, a campus 
minister at U. Va., will be 
speaking at Madison on 
Sunday and Monday, at 7 p.m. 
each day in the north 
ballroom. The topic for 
Sunday, Oct. 24 is "Jesus: 
Lord, Guru, none of the 
above." Monday's topic is 
"Who moved the st««t?" 
Disco on skis 
There will be a disco on 
Tuesday, Oct. 26,8 p.m., in the 
campus center ballroom. Ski 
movies will be shown all night, 
the Ski Club raffle will be 
given away, free beer will be 
given away every 30 minutes 
and there will be free popcorn. 
Porpoise Club 
The Porpoise Club will 
present "Hooray for 
Hollywood" on Saturday, 
October 23 at 12:30 p.m. in 
Savage Pool, Godwin Hall. 
Admission is free. 
Academic   advising   offered 
The Percy H. Warren 
Honor Society is offering 
student academic advising for 
all Madison College students. 
In preparation for this 
service, members of the 
society attended a training 
session before the fall 
semester, directed by Dr. 
Elizabeth Finlayson, dean of 
academic advising. 
In addition, two members 
of Percy Warren, Linda 
Morrissette and Debbie Sch- 
wab attended a week long 
training session in May 
designed for faculty advisers 
who would be working with 
freshmen during summer 
orientation. 
The two became familiar 
with the mechanics of the 
catalog and with academic 
programs available to 
students, Schwab said. 
The two also learned about 
the new honors program, and 
the facilities available at the 
counseling center, study skills 
lab and writing lab, Schwab 
said, as well as the policies of 
thVplacement office. 
The members of the Percy 
Warren Honor society are 
willing to help students with 
their problems or direct them 
to someone who can help 
them. Signs are posted in 
dorms and academic 
buildings with the name and 
number of the student 
academic advisers. 
Lg. Pitcher    $2.00 
Sm. Pitcher   $1.10 The 
NOR 
Sandwich Shoppe 
1007 S. Main      V*£* 
***: * Music 
Kp +Pinball 
*Foozball 
...Come by and try our pizza 
our own sauce and   crust 
make   the   difference- 
Happy Hour 
Everyday 4-8 
(Continued from Page 1) 
table   falls   under   the   veto 
power   of    the    Executive 
Council." 
The tabling motion, he 
added, is a subsidiary motion, 
or a motion which acts upon 
another motion. Bertholf is 
unsure whether a subsidiary 
motion is subject to an 
Executive Council veto. 
The SGA Constitution 
states in Article IV, Section 3, 
that "Issues initiated and 
passed by the Student Senate 
are subject to the veto by a 
majority of the members of 
the Executive Council." 
A two-thirds vote of the 
senate is required to override 
an Executive Council veto. 
The resolution was tabled. 
Manning said, because many 
unresolved questions 
remained about its im- 
plimentation. 
Treasurer Mike  Louden 
explained that he was unsure 
why the resolution was tabled. 
"We wanted more of the facts 
presented right then." he said. 
The only reason they were 
tabling the resolution Louden 
added, was the confusion over 
who was going to hold the 
records of those students who 
cashed bad checks. 
However. Manning said a 
number of questions about the 
resolution remained unan- 
swered, (see related SGA 
story). 
Mary Losa. 1st vice 
president, and sole dissenter 
in the council's decision to 
veto the motion to table the 
resolution, claimed that the 
veto was constitutional on the 
grounds that the senate 
"passed" a motion to table. 
Treasurer Mike Louden 
agreed with this assessment. 
"If an issue is tabled, it is 
passed." and consequently a 
veto of this type of motion is 
protected by the Constitution. 
If the veto had occurred 
when the motion to table was 
passed, it wouldn't have been 
overridden, Losa said, 
suggesting that some senators 
voted to override because they 
wanted the meeting to end so 
they could leave. 
Christiansen 
elected 
Dr. Ted Christiansen, a 
professor of special education 
at Madison College, has been 
selected to have his biography 
appear in Who's Who - Child 
Development    Professionals. 
Christiansen came to 
Madison in 1969. He received 
his B.A. and M V from the 
University of New Mexico and 
his PhD. from Utah State 
University. 
Theatre offers unique blend 
(Continued from Page 8) 
undergraduate degrees in 
dance and had previously 
danced in companies or 
theatrical productions. One 
member had been a teacher at 
Arthur Murray. Two Madison 
graduates were selected. 
Jean Ann Wallisch hails 
from Brigham Young 
University. As company 
manager, her duties run the 
gamut-publicity, business, 
finances, appointment 
scheduling. She describes 
herself as the troupe's 
"general secretary." 
tyi Utah, she gained ex- 
perience as member of a 
modern company, and at 
Madison she hopes to "delve 
into American folk dance." 
She is particularly excited 
about teaching experiences 
she'll receive as the group 
travels to schools and various 
social gatherings, working 
with adults, teens, and 
children. 
Although the company will 
be on tlte road a great deal, it 
has two performances 
scheduled  at  Madison   this 
semester. On October 28, 
the performers will appear in 
an experimental music 
concert sponsored by the 
music department. On 
December 9, they will present 
their own folk and modem 
show. 
The dances performed are 
choreographed by company 
members and dance faculty, 
with contributions by guest 
artists. Even demonstrating 
dance steps to fellow company 
members is a valuable 
teaching experience for this 
versatile group. 
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Campus Comments 
By   JOHN   HARNSBERGER 
Several people were asked: 
"Do you think Madison should 
have   more   traditions   like 
Homecoming?" 
Bambi Hambrick(Junior) 
"I think they should. 
Everybody knows what UVA's 
Easters is. Why can't Madison 
have an event like Easter's 
that alumni can come back 
to? Homecoming week is not 
that traditional at Madison. 
On our homecoming week, 




"No. Considering that 
Homecoming has been one of 
the greatest letdowns that I 
have experienced at Madison, 
I would recommend they 
should improve the traditions 
that they have and try to work 
on new ones later. It would be 
nice to have new ones, but not 
if they operate and schedule 
the type of events they have 
had previously." 
Patty Roth (Junior) "Yes. 
There need to be more things 
for different people. I have 
heard a lot of people express 
to me that there is no real 
homecoming event, so they 
feel they should go somewhere 
else for the weekend. 
Reggie Jones(Junior) 
"Yes. If there were more 
things to do, Madison wouldn't 
be a suitcase college 
anymore." 
Dating hang-ups cured 
(CPS)-Will "systematic 
desensitization" cure a 
student's   dating   hang-ups? 
Three University of Oregon 
professors and 60 students 
thought that it would so last 
spring they began a program 
designed to increase one's 
confidence with the opposite 
sex. 
In addition to systematic 
desensitization (a 
psychological device), the 
group engaged in such things 
as behavior rehearsal and 
feedback as well as pulse and 
body response measurement. 
They also subjected them- 
selves to the "treatment" of 
six practice dates. 
The results? The students, 
who had previously averaged 
one date per month, found 
themselves nrogressively 
more at ease and more skillful 
in their dating encounters. 
When the researchers tried 
to call them back in for a three 
month follow-up, only 15 of the 
original subjects showed up. 
The researchers figure they 
were too busy dating. 
GREG WALKER 
Greg Walker(Sophomore) 
"Sure. Because there, isn't 
enough school spirit." 
Tara Meneeley(Junior) 
"Yes. I think it would be 
nice. The campus a lot of 
times seems pretty apathetic. 
I think more traditions would 
get more people involved." 
Jeff Winslow(Senior) 
"Yes. I think one of the 
problems now is that we're 
trying to copy other schools. 
We should strive to create our 




"No. Because it would be 
too much like high school. You 
did all that in high school, so I' 
don't think anybody cares." 
Clorinda Ermlni(Sophomore) 
"I think so. It gives you 
something more to identify 
with. Traditions would be 
something the students could 
really get involved with. When 
people are together at a party, 
there is a lot of good feeling. 
People setting traditions 
would make a good feeling of 
comradeship." 
Mark Calambro(Senior) 
"Yeah. But I think they 
blew it this year. They didn't 
plan any decent concerts. The 
activities they publicized 
weren't that well known." 
Katy Pond(Junior) 
"No. I think Madison is 
doing just fine. There is 
usually something going on 
most of the time, for in- 
dividual preferences." 
Donna Logwood!Senior) 
"No. There are enough 
activities on campus to keep 
people busy. Homecoming is 
nice, but it's turning into a 
show, and Madison offers 
enough shows." 
Trey McCanna(Senior) 
"Yes. Because it would 
increase interest on part of 
alumni, thereby increasing 
possible funds to different 
programs the alumni 
provide." 
BERNADINE CURTIS 
Bernadine      Cur- 
tis (Sophomore) 
"No. Because there isn't 
very much participation. 
Everybody is going home that 
I have talked to." 
Larry Young(Junior) 
"Yes. I think that tradition 
is a part of college life." 
Susan Shaw(Sophomore) 
"Yes. To give the students 
more things to do on the 
weekend, and to get the school 
known." 
Beginning Nov. 1st AMI PRESENTS... 
SSL I 
(System for Successful Living) 
A 7 Week Program ( Every Monday 7pm - 10pm) 
Learn to Make Mind Power Work for You 
Learn to Control Your Own Mind 
Achieve Physical, Mental and Emotional 
Health and Balance 
Organize Your Time and Your Life 
Chuck Givens 
instructor for SSL I 
. - Develop a Purpose for Life 
- Achieve Altered States of Consciousness 
- Relate to People More Effectively 
- Eliminate Undesirable Habits  (Smoking, 
Over-eating, Etc.) 
What Madison People Say: 
Ernie:   "I have learned to use the enormous power within my mind that I never thought   existed.' 
Phyllis:   "I never thought that a course existed that would change my life for the better." 
Tuition $39   STUDENTS $30 
Lectures *   Workshops   *  Films 
Mi, "Call for Brochure' *S 
*  Demonstrations *  Displays 
3 Day Seminar - Nov. 12, 13, 14   Virginia Beach, Va. 
10 Outstanding Speakers a       * 
- Pyramids and Energy Generators       Also   from   AMI 
- Keflexology Health Sandals 
- Books on Parapsychology and Personal 
Development 
- Meditation and Mind Control Tapes 
- Sleep Programming Tapes 
- Biofeedback Equipment 
- Itiorhythni Computers 
tuccti. 
AMI Currently Conducts Programs in 13 East Coast Cities 
Awareness Motivation Institute 
Box 991     Harrisonburg, Va.    703-433-9146 
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Skinny's Boys down Cowboys in title game 
Overtime 
By BOB GRIMESEY 
' Skinny's Boys emerged as 
the Madison College In- 
tramural basketball cham- 
pions Wednesday night, as 
they edged the Space 
Cowboys, 96-95  in overtime. 
It marked the second year 
in a row that the George 
Toliver coached Cowboys had 
lost in the final game. Last 
year, the Cowboys lost to 
Kappa Sigma in the season 
finale. 75-74. 
Darkening what otherwise 
was a superbly played game, 
was a score keeping con- 
troversy that arose with four 
seconds remaining in 
regulation time. 
With one minute left in 
regulation and the score tied 
• ««-««.     scorekeeper    Lisa 
' Patterson noticed a difference 
between her score and the one 
showing on the scoreboard. 
She agreed with timekeeper 
Jeff Miller to wait until the 
next dead ball before totaling 
the difference. 
With 27 seconds remaining, 
she totaled the points and 
found that the score should 
read 88-86 in favor of Skinny's 
Boys. 
Play began again before 
she could contact either 
referee however, and it was 
not until the Cowboys called 
another time out with 15 
seconds that the players on 
the court knew of the dif- 
ference. 
As a result; with ,15 seconds 
left in the game, two points 
were deducted from the Space 
Cowboys tally. 
Play began again and with 
four seconds left in the game, 
Toliver was fouled by Skinny's 
Boys guard. Pete Seftas He 
sank both ends of the one-and- 
win marred by controversy- 
buzzer sounded. 
"Didn't I tell you." said 
Skinny's Boys' coach Billy 
Gibson afterward. 
Referring to his prediction 
early in the season that he 
would beat Toliver's team in 
the finals. Gibson continued, 
"That's all I gotta' say. I told 
ya' at the beginning of the 
year we'd do it and we did." 
Gibson said his team 
concentrated   on   a   more 
tkenberry defeats Logan, 94-84 
one situation to tie the score at 
88-88. 
Seftas' shot with one second 
left fell short and the game 
went into overtime. 
In overtime, pressure 
rested on the shoulders of 
Toliver as guard Buddy Mills 
had fouled out. 
Skinny's Boys', Tom 
Robinson's defense of Toliver 
Kroved to what was needed, 
owever. as the Cowboy 
leader was held to three free 
throws while his team fell 
behind 96-91. 
An attempted comeback by 
the Cowboys ended when Gil 
Bland's desperation shot 
missed   the   basket   as   the 
deliberate style of play with 
guards. Seftas and Jerry 
Woodall attempting to work 
the ball inside. 
"Their best players were 
outside so we knew we had to 
get the ball inside," he said. 
"Although we did ac- 
complish it, I think we could 
have been a little more suc- 
cessful inside," he said. 
Gibson believed the real 
key to his team's success 
however, was defense. 
He pointed out that he 
thought Tom Robinson 
dominated Toliver and "had 
him intimidated in the 
overtime period." 
"Tight defense was how we 
SKINNVs BOYS SPACE COWBOYS 
KG    FT RB TP KG    FT llll TP 
Williams 8       2 6 18 Toliver          9       14 II 32 
Seftas 7        0 2 K Myers           4       7 6 15 
Woodall 6        2 i) 14 Bland            ID      3 11 23 
Gibson 3         1 1 7 Mills             3       9 7 15 
Eliot 7       0 6 14 Wilder           1       4 1 6 
Richardson o 2        0 II 4 Pierce           n       0 II 0 
Robinson it        5- 4 23 Tobin            2       0 0 4 
Slye 1        0 3 2 Brown           11       n II 0 
TOTALS 43      10 22 96 TOTALS        29      37 25 (15 
beat the Hosers and tight 
defense had to be the reason 
we won tonight." he con- 
cluded. 
Despite Gibson's praise for 
the defensive play, the final 
score of 96-95 totalled to 191 
points and was the most points 
scored in any one game this 
year. 
In addition. despite 
Robinson's successful defense 
of Toliver in overtime, the 
Cowboy leader scored 32 
points to lead all scorers. He 
was followed by Bland and 
Robinson, both with 23. 
Toliver indicated the two 
point deduction at the end of 
the game was too much for his 
team to overcome mentally in 
the overtime period and for 
that reason had to be con- 
sidered a key factor in his 
team's defeat. 
"You set your strategy for 
scoring a basket at the end of 
the game, and suddenly 
someone tells you. you are two 
points down when you thought 
you were about to Win. It has 
to affect you." 
Concerning the fact that the 
game was close enough to 
where the difference was 
crucial, he concluded. "We 
beat them by nine points the 
first time, but I realized since 
it was the finals, it would be 
close. Im just sorry that the 
mistake had to create so much 
controversy." 
Lastly, in a game to decide 
which team would receive the 
points from basketball toward 
the overall team cham- 
pionship. Ikenberry defeated 
Logan II A 94-84. 
Ikenberry had four players 
finish in double figures and 
was paced by Dave Naquin's 
27 point performance. 
v.i*' ■.**■• 
SKINNY1^ BOYS' BOB ELIOT scores to keep the game close 
in the second half. Eliot scored 14 points, and grabbed six 
rebounds. 
. ...Vi . 
Photo by Earle Copp 
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Shorts captures football crown 
Topple Frederickson in finals, 13-0 
Sue Grainer picks up yardage for Boxer Shorts 
Shorts won the Women's 
Intramural Flag Football title 
Monday night, downing 
Frederickson, 13-0. 
The victory for Shorts'Box 
Shorts left their final season 
record at 9-0-1, as 
Frederickson fell to 8-1. 
The championship game 
came to Shorts in much the 
same way they won all their 
games this season. The 
defense, which allowed an 
average of 0.6 points per 
game,        stopped the 
Frederickson ground attack. 
Realizing this, 
' Frederickson went to the air 
with measurable success, but 
here too they ran out of luck 
when quarterback Sue 
Lamont was lost with a 
shoulder injury. 
Offensively, as was the 
case all season, Shorts was led 
by quarterback Sue Pinkerton 
who threw a 17 yard touch- 
down strike to Mary "White 
Shoes" Casciano in the first 
half to give her team a 6-0 
advantage. 
Pinkerton scored in the 
second half on a two-yard 
keeper off left tackle. Wendy 
Williams caught Pinkerton's 
pass for the extra point to 
make the final score, 13-0. 
Coach Mark Ackers of 
Shorts credited his defense as 
the major factor in the vic- 
tory. 
As for the competition, 
Ackers said. "They're all 
right, no, they're the best 
team we ever played, we just 
got the breaks." 
Coach Randy Thompson of 
Frederickson said, "Shorts 
was the most physical team 
we played this year. They 
were great, too. 
(Photos by Mark Thompson) 
Frederickson's Sue Lamont 
sprints inside for a short gain. 
Soccer team drops 
Towson State, 3-0 
MADISON SOCCER COACH Bob Van- 
derwarker makes a point to his team during 
the half of the Dukes' victory last week over 
< 
VMI. Sunday the Dukes host the nation's top- 
ranked team. Clemson at 2:00 p.m. 
(Walt Morgan photo) 
The Madison soccer team 
improved its record to 7-1-1 
with a 3-0 victory over the 
Towson State Tigers on 
Tuesday. 
Towson had previously 
been ranked tied for ninth 
amoung the division II teams 
in the south and the loss 
dropped their record to 8-4-1. 
The Tigers have now lost 
three in a row. 
It didn't take long for the 
Dukes to score their first goal. 
Less than four minutes into 
the game, Terry Rhoads 
kicked the ball in from 15 
yards out, 
Madison maintained its 
pressure   attack   throughout 
Can Madison  Win? 
Madison hosts top-ranked Clemson 
By PAUL McFARLANE 
The best soccer team in the 
country is coming. 
Clemson University, the 
top-ranked division I school in 
the nation, will play Madison 
this Sunday at 2 p.m. 
The first question that 
comes to mind, is "Can 
Madison beat Clemson?" The 
Dukes do have a few ad- 
vantages: 
-The game is at Madison so 
the Dukes will have a home 
field edge. 
•Clemson plays St. Louis 
tonight at Busch Memorial 
Stadium before an expected 
crowd of 30,000. The Dukes 
may have a mental edge 
because they will have a 
longer time to prepare for the 
game. 
-Madison may also have a 
mental edge because they're 
playing the top-ranked team 
in the country. 
-The Dukes will be rested. 
Following the St. Louis game, 
Clemson     will      fly      to 
Washington,   then   drive   to 
Madison. 
Along with the advantages, 
however, is the disadvantage, 
and there is only one: 
-Clemson is a very good 
soccer team. 
Madison coach Bob Van- 
derwarker feels Clemson is 
the best college team he has 
ever seen, and one that can 
compete with world class 
teams. 
They may not be able to 
beat West Germany's or 
Holland's World Cup teams, 
but Vanderwarker noted they 
have the "ability to really 
play top-class soccer." 
I really think  we do,"  he 
added. 
Vanderwarker     is     ap- 
proaching the game with a 
realistic attitude of 
"anything's possible is you 
believe it's possible." 
"We have to approach the 
game with that in mind. 
We're going to do the very 
best we can. Our aim is to win 
the game, but our aim is also 
Sports Analysis 
The best that Van- 
derwarker can hope for is an 
upset. Clemson is the superior 
team; Madison knows this, 
but they are hoping to catch 
Clemson on an off day. 
"It's a tremendous 
challange," said Van- 
derwarker. "On paper, there 
is no comparison. They are a 
much more talented team than 
we are, and we realize this. 
But the most talented team 
does not always win. 
"We do not want to talk 
ourselves out of feeling that 
we have a chance to win. 
Anytime you put a team on the 
field, they have got to think 
they have a chance to win and 
to play well," he said. 
"We're not going out there 
to  keep  the   score  close," 
began vanderwarker, 'or to 
achieve a  moral  victory. 
We're going out there to win. 
The objective is to win." 
But it's very hard to beat 
Clemson; no team has this 
year. If you concentrate on 
playing defense and forget 
about your offense, you'll 
never score. If you go all out 
to score, they'll score 
breakaway goals. 
Madison will try to score 
early and keep the pressure on 
as much as possible, hoping to 
keep Clemson from scoring 
too much. 
"We have to be prepared to 
play as hard and as well as we 
can early in the game," 
Vanderwarker said. "If we 
could get a goal or two at that 
stage, it could be an important 
factor in the game. 
"It's very difficult to keep 
Clemson from scoring. 
They're a well-balanced team. 
Their backs come up and 
score, and their forwards 
have great shots. 
"Instead of trying to keep 
them from scoring, we've got 
to go out and try to score," he 
said. 
All these problems revert 
back to the original question, 
"Can Madison beat Clem- 
son?" 
"You've got to be lucky," 
Vanderwarker admitted. 
"You either have to catch 
them on an off day or you've 
got to execute so well that you 
stay with them, get a break 
and convert that break to a 
goal. 
"I'm convinced there's no 
magical way to beat them. I 
don't have any great tactical 
plan of beating them other 
than not resigning ourselves 
to playing defense." 
If there's no magical way, 
maybe it's in the cards.... 
the first half, but missed 
many scoring chances. At the 
20:45 mark, the Dukes scored, 
but the play was nullified by a 
pushing foul near the goal 
mouth. 
Despite the pressure 
defense, Madison led 1-0 at 
halftime. The attacking line 
continued to press, and the 
Dukes scored twice in the 
second half. 
Madison played much of 
the game with the forward 
line of Tom Hochkeppel, Ken 
Morris and Jon Mullenex. The 
three played most of the game 
in an attempt to solidify the 
offense. Usually, coach Bob 
Vanderwarker will substitute 
freely on that line. 
"This gave us some 
stability," explained Van- 
derwarker. "They were able 
to move the ball well and had 
several        scoring op- 
portunities." 
Hochkeppel and Morris 
missed close scoring chances 
but mid-way through the 
second half, the two paired-up 
for the Dukes' second goal. 
Morris threw the ball to 
Hochkeppel near the front of 
the goal, who then kicked it 
low past the goalie. Morris' 
assist gave him the school's 
all-time assist record with 25. 
The previous record was 24 
held by Ray Laroche. 
Jon Mullenex, the third 
man on the front line, played 
what Vanderwarker termed, 
"his usual steady game." 
Rodney Allen scored an 
unassisted goal with less than 
a minute to go in the game. 
Allen made several good 
moves on the defense, and 
then beat goalie Barrry Swain 
one one. 
The key to the Dukes' win 
was the play of midfielders 
Frank Cullen, Rhoads, and 
Wayne Byrd. They broke up 
the Towson attack before it 
could gather momentum, on 
got up field quick enough to 
play offense.      „ 
"The problems that we've 
been having in the last three 
or four matches have been in 
the midfield. The difference in 
today's (Tuesday's) game 
was the midfield. We con- 
trolled it very well. 
\w^v/^ttWM^w////////M 
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Dukes host Frostburg in Homecoming game 
By WADE STARLING 
Madison College's football 
team will not face one of their 
stiffest tests of the season 
tomorrow when the Dukes 
host Frostburg State College 
in the annual Homecoming 
game. 
Frostburg, 0-7 this season, 
has played the Dukes tough in 
both of their previous 
meetings. The Bobcats 
downed Madison 27-17 at 
Madson during the 1974 
season, but the Dukes 
defeated the Frostburg 21-20 
last year at Frostburg. 
Madison won their fifth 
game of the season Saturday 
against Davidson College, 
with only two losses, while 
Frostburg lost its seventh 
game of the year in a 55-7 rout 
against Westminster College. 
Madison's win over 
Davidson was their first win 
ever over a Division 1 op- 
Knent, and could help the 
ikes in their quest for a post- 
season bowl game. 
"It's hard to say what ef- 
fect the win will have," said 
head coach Challace Mc- 
Millin," but it certainly didn't 
hurt any. Whenever you beat 
a name school with a big 
program, it helps." 
Although last week's win 
was a big one, McMillin feels 
the Dukes can not afford to 
overlook Frostburg 
Frostburg is led by quar- 
terback Joe Corbin.    Corbin 
has been out the past few 
weeks with a knee injury, but 
is expected to be ready to play 
tomorrow. 
The leading wide receiver 
for the Bobcats is Mike 
Adams, who missed last 
week's game with a broken 
hand, but is also expected to 
play tomorrow. Adams leads 
the recievers with 20 catches. 
The defense is led by 
linebacker Don Fry, 6'2" 218 
lbs., and Glenn Scott a 6'2" 
225 lb. tackle. Both their of- 
fensive and defensive lines 
average around 220 pounds. 
"Frostburg is a big team, 
and isn't a bad ballclub," 
explained McMillin "They 
just haven't been able to put it 
together yet." 
This weekend . being 
Homecoming should also neb 
the Dukes tomorrow. "I think 
the guys will play well," said 
McMillian. "They like to 
perform in front of big 
crowds." 
The Dukes have been led 
the past two weeks by senior 
tailback Ron Stith. Stith 
rushed for 120 yards against 
Davidson, a week after he set 
a new Madison rushing record 
with 216 yards against 
California State. Stith has 
now gained 668 yards in 
seven games, and has a good 
shot of becoming the first 
Madison runner to gain 1,000 
CIs in a season since the 
es went to a full varsity 
schedule in 1974. Bernard 
Slayton, who alternates with 
Stith at tailback, rushed for 
1,045 yards in nine games 
during the 1973 season, but the 
Dukes played two varsity 
games that year. 
"I think Ron can keep up 
his rushing the remaining 
games," said McMillin. "I 
think he's capable of a big 
game every week." 
McMillin also said he plans 
on running Slayton a good deal 
tomorrow, and he "expects 
Bernard to have a big game." 
Madison's defense sacked 
Davidson quarterbacks seven 
times and held off a second 
half Wildcat comeback, and 
the offense used three long 
scoring plays to win the game. 
In addition to the seven 
sacks, the defense also 
stopped Davidson runners for 
losses seven times. 
"The entire defense played 
an outstanding football 
game," said McMillin. "After 
we moved ahead 17-0 early in 
the second half I guess I got a 
Duchesses push streak to four 
By FRANK RATHBUN 
The Madison College field 
hockey team ran its winning 
streak to four games Tuesday 
defeating Longwood College 2- 
Longwood jumped out to a 
1-0 lead in the opening minutes 
of the first half, scoring the 
first goal against the 
Duchesses in four games. 
Second-half goals by Kathy 
McCleaf and  team  scoring 
Women's tennis team 
ups record; tops Hollins 
The Madison College 
women's tennis team upped 
its record to 5-2 Tuesday with 
a 9-0 win over visiting Hollins 
College. 
The Duchesses lost two sets 
in the eight matches played, 
and won the ninth set by 
default. The loss dropped 
Hollins record to 0-2. 
Last weekend the 
Duchesses finished fourth in 
the 17 member field of the 
Tennis Life-Garfinckel's 
Women's Intercollegiate 
Classic at Trinity College in 
Washington, D.C. 
>. Tansay (M)d. Smith (H) »-3, *-J 
?. Carrington (M) <J. Lowtnan (H) 4-4,4- 
2. 4-3 
3. Higgin»<M>d. Yata*(H)4-4.44 
4. William* (M) d. Mimb (H) 44,6 4. 6 2 
5    Schoaf»keM>d.Wabt>(H)4-I,7S 
«. Tyfcr (M) d. Sllbarstaln (H) * I, 4-0 
I     Tyler & Schoepske (M) d. Smith 8. 
Lowman (H) 4-1. * 2 
2. Hlogins & Williams (M) d   Yatt* '* 
hamb (H) 4-4, 4-4 
3. MuHmlland & Graham (Ml won by 
default 
2. Carrington (M) d. Lowman (H) 4-4,4- 
2.4-3 
William and Mary won the 
tournament and Mary 
Baldwin and Maryland 
finished second and third, 
respectively. 
The Duchesses' doubles 
team of Barb Schoepskeand 
Cathie Taylor lost in the finals 
of the doubles competition 6-3, 
6-0 to Sue Howard and Lynn 
Russell of William and Mary. 
They were Madison's highest 
finishers. 
The Madison doubles team 
of Pat Higgins and Marsha 
Williams were eliminated 
from the championship round 
by teammates Schoepskeand 
Tyler 6-4,6-3, but advanced to 
the finals of the consolation 
round. However, the finals 
were rained o»«t. 
Madison's Jody Tansey 
was the top singles performer 
for the Duchesses, losing in 
the quarterfinals to sixth- 
seeded Jane Lennon of 
William and Mary 6-2, 6-4. 
Saturday the Duchesses 
host the University of Ten- 
nessee at 3 p.m. 
leader Dalynn Patrick 
provided Madison with all 
they needed as the contest 
ended with the Duchesses on 
top 2-1. 
Head coach Leotus 
Morrison praised the 
comeback saying, "To come 
from behind shows a certain 
amount   of   determination." 
The Madison junior varsity 
squad suffered a 1-0 shutout at 
the hands of the Longwood 
JVs, dropping their record to 
4-2. 
"Overall," this year's team 
"is more highly skilled and 
experienced" than last year's 
squad, Morrison said. "We're 
not making a lot of mistakes." 
She added, however, "I'd 
be much more comfortable if 
we scored more." We've had 
a lot more chances to score 
than we have scored."- 
Despite this, Morrison 
rates this year's varsity squad 
as one of the best she has 
coached. "If they're not the 
best," Morrison said, "they 
have the potential of being one 
of the best teams we've had." 
Not one to make predic- 
tions, Morrison wouldn't 
speculate on the Duchesses' 
chances of getting into the 
USFHA-AIAW National 
Collegiate Field Hockey 
Tournament in late 
November. 
"We are working in that 
direction," she said. "We 
play one game at a time." 
Being the host team got the 
Duchesses into last year's 
national tournament. 
Madison was eliminated in the 
semi-finals of that tour- 
nament. 
The Duchesses host The 
College of William and Mary 
tonight (Friday) at 7 p.m. on 
the astroturf. 
little conservative offensively, 
but I think that was because 
the defense was playing so 
well." 
It was the third solid 
defensive performance in a 
row for the Dukes who held 
Davidson to 127 yards rushing. 
"Our linebackers have 
matured and really know our 
defense now and that's 
making a big difference for 
us," Wisler said. "They were 
inexperienced when the 
season began and had to 
learn. They played well as did 
the whole unit on Saturday." 
The Madison offense got 
the Dukes a 17-0 lead with 
three long scoring plays. Stith 
raced 70 yards in the opening 
quarter for Madison's first 
touchdown and Bob Ward 
added a school-record 41-yard 
field goal to give the Dukes a 
10-0 ha If time lead. Then, on 
Madison's first possession of 
the second half, quarterback 
Stan Jones hit swingback 
Bucky Knox with a 40-yard 
touchdown pass. 
After that, McMillin was 
content to let his defense hold 
off the Wildcats 
"We just didn't have good 
field position after our first 
possession of the second half," 
McMillin said. "We didn't 
want to run the risk of a 
turnover." 
LANG'S BOOKSHELF 
64 S. Court Sq. 
"Wicked Loving Lies" 
"Where are the Children?" 
"Watership Down" 
"The Omen" 
Tolkein's Ring Trilogy- 
Foundation Trilogy 
^       4^^/^"wers for Homecoming 
'k' I Sir."   I 
t'KRc.oNBURG, VA   22801 
phono 434-4461 
"Stop by or call us soon, we're 
looking forward to serving 
you." 
Waldens Bar-B-Q 
778 E. Market     433-8525 
\SpeaaBang hi Hickory Pit Cookedi 
l-BJJuev* B-B-Q Spare Rib* 
Starting Sunday B-B-Q Chicken 
WED. 10% OFF W/ COLLEGE ID 
Everything Home-Cooked 
11AM-IO PM Daly Complete 
12-8 PM Sun. Carry-Out 
next to the Greyhound Station Mast* 
•*  ■ Charge 
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Stith no longer the other back in backf ield 
By BOB MORGAN 
Ron Stith's first two yean at Madison 
College were spent in relative obscurity. 
He was always the other back in Madison 
College's tailback tandem, playing in the 
shadow of All-America teammate Bernard 
Slayton. 
But last year Stith came into his own. With 
Slayton injured, the Matoaca native led 
Madison in rushing and scoring and gained All- 
Virginia honors along the way. 
This season Stith is again leading the Dukes 
in both scoring and rushing and if he keeps up 
his present pace will become the first Madison 
player to rush for over 1,000 yards in a season. 
"Yes, that is one of my goals," Stith said. 
"But it isn't the No. 1 goal — winning is." 
Stith, who has already rushed for over 2,200 
yards in his Madison career, puts a winning 
team program in front of any of his personal 
goals. 
"The team has to be a success before you can 
be," the senior accounting major explained. 
"All good players have there own personal 
goals, but if they are to be successful then the 
team has to be also." 
Since Stith came to Madison, the Dukes have 
known only success. 
His freshman year was Madison's second in 
existence and they had a 5-4 record. As a 
sophomore the Dukes, playing in their first 
varsity season, surprised the state with a 6-4 
record and last year the Dukes were un- 
defeated with a 9-0-1 mark. 
This year Stith and the rest of the Dukes 
went into the season thinking about another 
undefeated season and the possibility of a post- 
season playoff berth. 
"That was No. l in the minds of everyone," 
Stith said. "We came into the season with the 
bowl bid a very strong possibility." 
That possibility suffered three weeks ago 
when the Dukes found themselves in their first- 
ever losing streak. Even though the streak was 
as short as possible, the two losses narrowed 
Madison's hopes for a bowl. 
"They really hurt the playoff chances. The 
coaches say we have a possible chance, but it 
has to be a small one. I expected more success 
as team this year," Stith said of the Dukes, 
who are now 5-2 on the season. 
He added that the losses, "mean that we 
have that much more to do. We can't afford to 
lose another game and we have to win the 
remaining games and win them big." 
Since the losses occurred, Stith has been 
doing his best to help Madison win "big." 
Two weeks ago Stith established a new 
single-game rushing record with/ 216 yards 
against California (Pa.) State. 
This past week he rambled for 120 yards in 
just 14 carries, scoring on a 70-yard run against 
Davidson. » 
The Davidson win was Madison's first game 
against a Division I opponent "If sort of 
makes you feel good to beat a school like 
Davidson, which still has over 30 players on 
scholarship and is a Southern Conference 
Ron Stith cuts inside to pick up yardage 
school," he said. "I have to consider it and the 
California games some of my best" 
Stith explained that for a game to be one of 
his best it has to be a game that was successful 
for the team. The first thing he mentioned in 
talking about his own success was that 
whatever he did had to be in a win. 
"I couldn't be satisfied with myself unless it 
was in a win," he said. "Then the other things 
would come along." Those other things that 
would make a game successful for Stith were, 
"a minimum oflOO yards rushing, a per-carry 
average of over five yards, at least two touch- 
downs scored, good fakes without the ball and 
better than average blocking for my team- 
mates." 
Stith, like most of his teammates, came to 
Madison unheralded. "I wasn't that ex- 
tensively recruited," he said. "A lot of 
small colleges talked to me and Appalachian 
State was the only school to offer me some type 
of scholarship." 
- "I chose Madison as much because of what 
the school offered me as the football 
program," he said. "It was a small college that 
could give me a good education and it gave me 
a chance to play immediately and grow with 
the program." , 
Stith's statistics reflect a yearly im- 
provement. He picked up 250 yards as a fresh- 
man despite missing a number of games with 
injuries. 
As a sophomore he had 542 yards and last 
season had 735 yards. 
Madison head coach Challace McMillin calls 
Stith one of the team's hardest workersand 
surprisingly, "one of the team's strongest 
players." 
Stith's 70-yard run was an off-tackle slant 
and against California, the majority of his 
yardage was in the middle of the field. 
"The pitch out, especially on the option has 
also worked well," McMillin notes about Stith 
"He is a very versatile back. He was 
overlooked in his first two seasons, but he can't 
be overlooked now." 
Two weeks ago, after Stith's 216-yard per- 
formance, the sports information director at 
Davidson called his counterpart at Madison 
asking for the probable starters for the up- 
coming game. 
Slayton was listed as the starter at tailback. 
Later that day the bewildered Davidson of- 
ficial called back and asked if the starter 
should have been Stith instead of Slayton. 
No matter how the Madison public in- 
formation office explained the situation, the 
Davidson people didn't fully understand. They 
should have asked Stith to explain it be un- 
derstands. 
. 'The position (tailback) is still both of ours," 
Stith said referring to Slayton. "It's just that 
right now I'm the one being noticed. 
^The Fabric Shop 
! 157 N. Main St. 




Mario's Beauty Salon 
YOU'RE being robbed 
if you pay $6. °° or more. 
e 
Unisex Perms $15."& up 
$4.M blow dry & cut 
Rt. 33 434-3010 
/oy servina 
/ DONUTS/ 
/     PASTRIES- 
/     and +Ke bes+ 
COFFEE m +ownA 
vi-he CUP *\\<K\ mwfe, 
Vus   famous) 
A Little Bit Of Royalty Never Hurt Anybody! 
Come On Down To Our Kingdom! 
ESM? 
DONUTKfNG open 24 hrs. 52 varieties 
Donuts,pastries BEAT FROSTBURG STATE! 






Finn Pincus set a new 
course record Wednesday 
afternoon as he led the 
University of Virginia to an 18- 
44 cross country victory over 
Madison College. Pincus 
covered the 5.2 mile course in 
27:17. 
Mike      Greehan      was 
Madison's   top   finisher. 
Greehan finished fourth with 
a time of 27:48. 
Madison's other top 
finishers were Jeryl Turner 
who finished eighth and Jeff 
Saunders who finished ninth. 
The Dukes, who are now 0-4 
on the season in dual meet 
competition, travel to Lyn- 
chburg on Saturday to com- 
pete against Lynchburg 
College and Roanoke College. 
Graham's Shorn 
$4HVk» 
111 N. Liberty 
434-1026 
H—k Whlb You 
WQH 
Man's 4 Woman's <? 
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Limited seats left 
for Homecoming game 
Madison College students will be admitted 
to Stadium Sections S, 6. and 7 and to the 
temporary bleachers by presenting a current, 
valid I.D. card. The spouse or date of Madison 
students will be admitted to these same sec- 
tions by purchasing the appropriate ticket. 
Madison College students desiring to sit in 
Stadium Sections 1.2,3, or 4 must have either a 
reserved (2-3-4) or General Admission ticket. 
Football ticket prices are: 
Reserved tickets .or parents and adults are 
13.25, general admission are 13.00 and tem- 
porary bleachers are $2.00. Reserved tickets 
for dates or spouses $3.25, fi 50 for general 
admission or student section and $1.00 for 
bleachers. Reserved tickets for students are 
$3.25, $1.50 for general admission and 
bleachers and student section are free with 
Madison I.D. 
In the event of overflow crowds; facility 
capacity, safety regulations and ore-sale of 
tickets will determine the maximum number 
of Madison students admitted to home games. 
K raus wins cross country meet 
Saturday 1:00 pm: 
Ruggers host GriU 
The Madison College 
Rugby Club will host George 
Mason Saturday afternoon in 





Blue Ridge Community 
College's Nancy Bradley won 
three divisions and was 
runner-up in another Saturday 
to lead Blue Ridge to first 
Klace in the fourth annual 
ladison College Horse Show. 
Madison's top riders were 
Lisa Overton, who won the 
pony hunter over fences, 
course A, and also won five 
third places. Loren Hegerle 
won the working hunter over 
fences, course A. 
The Duchesses will com- 
pete in the Sweet Briar Hunter 
Trials on Sunday. 
The Madison . iub, a 
member of the Virginia 
Rugby Union, meets George 
Mason at 1:00 p.m. Saturday 
on the athletic field adjacent 
to x-parking lot. 
According to a team 
spokesman, "the game is a 
toss up, but Madison could 
very easily pick up a win." 
Madison has lost twice to 
the University of Virginia, and 
once to the University of 
North Carolina. The Ruggers 
only win came during the 
Neptune Festival. 
The team's remaining 
schedule is: 
schedule 
Oct. 23 George Mason home 
Oct. 31  VCU home 
Nov. 6 Tidewater club away 
Nov. 13 George Wash home 
Nov. 21   VMI home 
Nov. 25-28   Sevens Tourney 
All games begin at 1:00 p.m. 
Admission Free    A Everyone Invited* 
POLITICAL 
DISCUSSION 











jMr. G. Gtllam*Mr. G. Shaffran? 
t 7th District 
* Coordinator 
* For Carter 
{ For President 
t    Campaign 
{       In Hanson main lounge 
t at 6:30 P.M. 
* Sponsored fey Hanson & White halls * 
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After leader takes wrong turn 
By BOB GRIMESEY 
Greg Kraus of Sigma Nu 
won the Intramural Cross 
Country meet Monday, with a 
time of 16:43 
Kraus, who had not run for 
two weeks prior to the meet 
because of a bout with the flu, 
took the lead about a mile into 
the race when the leader at 
that time, Tony Credicl, took a 
wrong torn into woods. 
From that point on Kraus 
had no need to look back as he 
finished 23 seconds ahead of 
his nearest competitor. 
Coming in second, was 
Kelly Sharpes, who ran as an 
independent, with a time of 
17:06; he was followed by 
Chris Miller of Pi Kappa Phi 
at 17:12, and independents, 
Dan Stinson, 17:14, Nick Poth, 
17:22, and Credicl, 17:24. 
Credicl placed sixth, 
despite running an extra half 
mile through the woods on the 
opposite side of interstate 81 
after his mistake. 
Credicl, who runs in 
marathons as a hobby, 
sprinted well ahead of the 
field and estimated his lead to 
have been 200 yards when he 
took the arong turn. 
"In all the AAU meets that 
I've been involved with, there 
are always officials at cricial 
points along the course to 
make sure you go the right 
way," Credicl pointed out. 
"I don't mean to sound like 
sour grapes, but I think it 
shows a little lack of 
organization," he said. 
When Credicl emerged 
from behind the hill, he found 
he had gone from first to about 
the thirtieth position and 
began quickly to gain ground 
until reaching the sixth 
position, where he saw that 
Kraus was too far ahead to 
catch. 
"I was really surprised 
when I found out that I had 
won because I thought he 
(Credicl) had finished long 
before hand," admitted 
Kraus. 
"The guy was un- 
believable, he ran an extra 
half mile and still finished 
sixth. He really deserved to 
win the race," he added. 
Credicl, commenting on 
Kraus' good sportsmanshipp 
afterward said, "It was his 
race all the way." 
Overall, Pi Kappa Phi won 
the team title with 110 points. 
They were followed by Shorts 
IV, 134, SPE, 173, and Theta 
Chi with 184. 
To remain in competition 
for the overall team trophy for 
excellence in all sports, each 
organization was required to 
have three finishers in the 
race. As a result, six of the 
remaining 14 teams com- 
peting for the overall 
championship dropped out 
after cross country. They 
were: White, Ikenberry, 
Delta Sigma Pi, Catholic 
Campus Ministry, Glick, and 
Askby. 
Ho Jo's dropped out during 
basketball season because of 
organizational problems. 
Basketball tickets on sale 
A limited number of tickets 
to the University of Virginia 
Tip-Of f Tournament will go on 
sale to Madison College 
students Monday morning, 
October 25, at 8:30 a.m. at the 
Athletic Office, Godwin Hall 
206. 
The tickets are priced at 
$12.00 per set (both nights) 
and will be offered to Madison 
students at the reduced price 
of $8.00 per set. Ticket sales 
will be on a first-come, first- 
serve basis and will be limited 
to two (2) sets per student. 
A current, valid I.D. card 
will be required. No phone 
orders will be accepted and 
students will not be allowed to 
pick up tickets for another 
student. 
Madison will play Virginia 
Military Institute, the 
defending Southern Con- 
ference champions, at 7:00 
p.m. Friday, November 26, 
with Virginia, the defending 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
champions, playing Roanoke 
College at 9:00 p.m. 
The consolation game will 
be played Saturday, 
November 27 at 7:00p.m. with 
the championship game 
following at 9:00. All games 





Shadetree Glass Shop 
SALE up to 50% off 
wide variety factory seconds 
including Brandy Sniffers 
MADISON SPECIAL- Bring this ad 
and get 3 Beer Glasses for $1.00 
49E West Walter Street 
HICKORY PIT 
oct!?^ Hawaiian Luau 









$4.98 per person - all you can eat 




Robinson lashes out 
(Continued from Page 4) 
have been worse had the 
President not used his 33 
vetoes." "Then we would 
have been $9.5 billion more in 
the red." 
Robinson said he thought 
President Ford's original 
budget for fiscal year 1976-77 
was too much because it 
called for a $40 billion deficit. 
Congress    flirted    with 
budget reform, but failed to 
relate incoming revenue 
expectations to spending, he 
said. 
Robinson also decried 
excessive government 
regulations on business. He 
said the House of 
Representatives made "a fine 
step in the right direction" 
when it passed a bill which 
would have given Congress 
veto power over regulations 
•et bv federal agencies.  The 
provision died in the Senate. 
Robinson said some in- 
dustries have become 
"pitifully tranquilized," and 
were "too dependent" on 
federal regulations. 
"I wonder about the in- 
depth commitment to the free 
enterprise system when I see 
some of the supposed pillars of 
the free enterprise system 
quivering at the thought of 
doing away with some 
regulations,   he said. 
The economics seminar 
was co-sponsored by Madison 
College and Valley of Virginia 
Bankshares, Inc. 
The GOP Congressman is 
seeking re-election to a fourth 
term in Congress against 
American Party candidate 
Dr. James Hutt Jr., a 
Warrenton opthamologist. 
Werner's 7 Day Store 
"The Party Package Store9' 
Old Milwaukee 6 pk bottles cold 4139 
Stroh's 12 pk cans cold- • $2.99 
Heineken's Holland Import $3.29 
Coor's 6 pk cold ; *•* 
Pink    Chablis-Hearty Burgundy-VinRosecold-$1.39 
Eggs Grade A X-Large doz 79 cents 
Bacon Eskay Package -$118 
Sausage Eskay 1 lb. package 79 cents 
Milk 1 gal. jug fl-59 
Old Mil. Ret. bottles case 24- $4.59 
Stroh's Ret. bottles case » $559 
Coca Cola 4 qts • » cents 
Party Kegs Available 
Register for Free Party Pack 
Winner - 1st Drawing 
Stephen Harkins 






("Some people can do what they like!") 
Plus: BEST OF THE BAND; 
TOM WAITS and HUMMING- 
BIRD. .. All on SPECIAL 
this week for only  
$3.99 eac ill 178 S. Mason St 
Carrier says building will be funded 
(Continued from Page 1) 
the  recession,   the  General 
Assembly  probably   could 
have funded  buildings   to 
match our growth." 
Carrier believes that the 
General Assembly will have to 
find a new source of revenue 
or consider using bonds to 
build facilities In the near 
future. Facilities to house 
programs and provide ser- 
vices are being demanded by 
the citizens and are going to 
have to be funded soon, he 
said. 
"Because of lack of 
facilities and adequate 
financial aid, we're not only 
not serving those who are on 
our campuses as well as we 
should, but we also are not 
serving other young people 
who could benefit from a 
college education," said 
Carrier. He added that the 
percentage of students' at- 
tending college from families 
with an income of $15,000 or 
less has dropped 
dramatically. 
Carrier said, "Those of us 
who are in education need to 
increase our efforts to present 
the case for additional 
buildings and financial aid for 
the students." 
An enrollment goal of 7,500 
students, set by Carrier his 
staff and the Board of Visitors 
in 1971, was achieved this 
semester. 
According to Carrier, 
Madison had to have this 
many students in order to 
offer the wide diversity that 
the students here want. "We 
had to increase the student 
body in order to enlarge the 
curriculum," said Carrier. 
Madison has improved in 
specialized space according to 
Carrier. He cited Miller and 
Maury Halls as examples of 
this and said an improvement 
has been made in science, 
communications and special 
education departments since 
he came to office in 1971. 
Carrier said that Madison 
has a good quality faculty 
which is doing its job in spite 
of the space problem. 
He added that he would 
eventually like to see all 
faculty members have private 
offices. 
An addition of $25 million in 
buildings to Madison's 
campus will be completed by 
1982, according to Carrier. He 
said an addition to the campus 
center, Godwin Hall and the 
new dormitory complex will 
be funded with revenue bonds. 
The education building, 
library renovation of Wilson, 
Keezell and Burruas Halls and 
other projects will be funded 
by the state. 
Carrier said if the state 
does not fund the library this 
session "we will have to 
.consider some alteration over 
there in classroom space." 
Sartori said that college 
enrollment would start to drop 
in 1984-5. Carrier said, "I feel 
our enrollment will always be 
strong. All we have to do is 
keep pushing for facilities. 
Proposal to join NSL stalled 
(Continued from Page 7) 
Other concerns raised by 
committee members was that 
Madison would receive the 
benefits of the work of NSL 
regardless of whether they 
joined. 
Woody Huff, off-campus 
senator, commented that NSL 
would not help Madison 
directly, but that there was a 
question of whether Madison 
should "sit back and let other 
people push the ball through 
and then reap the benefits." 
NSL complements the 
activities of state and campus 
students groups by lobbying 
on national issues of strong 
concern to all students 
whether they attend public or 
private institutions, said 
Keys. 
NSL benefits students by 
lobbying for more Basic 
Educational Opportunity 
Grants (BEOG), college 
work-study    programs, 
LUIGI 
FILLS THE GAP* 
With An All New Menu 
featuring 
Deli Sandwiches * Subs * Salads 
Premium Beer In A Frosted Glass 
Our Impeccable Pizza 
'It'sFavaloso I'   ■' 
Hours Sun-Thur 11-11 Fri-Sat 11-1 am 
* Formerly "The Generation Gap" 
guaranteed student loans, 
veterans educational benefits, 
and minimum wage for 
students, said Keys. 
The BEOG benefits more 
than one million sutdents with 
a maximum grant of $1400. A 
student's family .ncome can 
be no more than $15,000, he 
said. 
Keys said the'NSL lobbied 
one month ago for three and 
one half days to get the 
maximum grant raised to 
$1800 and the family income 
to $25,000. 
NSL finally compromised 
with Congress. Next year the 
maximum grant will be $1600 
and the family income $20,000. 
For fiscal year 1978 
maximum granj will be $1800 
with  the   familty   income 
$25,000, he said. 
In the Roth tax credit 
amendment Congress gave a 
$100 tax break to parents with 
students in college. NSL 
lobbied against the $100 tax 
break asking for a tax break 
of $1500, Keys said. 
NSL felt the $100 tax break 
would only help the rich, saia 
Keys. The poor would not be 
helped because even with the 
tax break they still depended 
upon BEOG and other 
financial aid programs to help 
pay their college expenses. 
By allowing for the tax 
break, the U.S. Treasury 
would lose $2.4 million. In 
order to make up for the loss, 
Congress would take away 





Oct.   23 and 24 ( 
Dixie I 
Road Ducks    | 
dct._25        j 
College   Night   | 
. Beer 25c a glass | 
81.50 a pitcherj 
»,-.».'..... *.'/ 
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Check-writing policy currently under study 
(Continued from Page 1> 
Mike Anestos, SGA 
president, said he wanted the 
SGA to be an efficient 
organization, and that when 
"things get tabled, they never 
come up again." 
Manning said the resolution 
should remain tabled because 
all the questions pertaining to 
it had not been answered. The 
issue was still "fuzzy," he 
said. 
A motion to override the 
executive council veto was 
passed, and the resolution 
remained tabled. 
In   other  SGA   business, 
Volunteer Action House was 
given $50 to cover gas ex- 
penses incurred in their work. 
Manning said the money 
would be distributed in the 
form of a reimbursement of 
five cents per mile up to $50. A 
voucher would be given to 
treasurer Mike. Louden .each 
month, and he would write a 
check. 
The commuter student 
committee was given $450 to 
publish a monthly commuter 
newsletter. The money is to 
fund four issues of the 
newsletter, at which time the 
SGA    will    evaluate    the 
newsletter to determine if 
funding should be continued. 
Anestos said he believed 
the resolution was worthwhile 
because commuters make up 
more than one third of the 
students at Madison. 
The SGA voted to hold a 
bonfire Friday night, with 
Anestos "lighting the first 
match to represent giving 
Frostburg hell." Time and 
place were not discussed. 
A resolution to have the 
house rules read that two 
unexcused committee 
meeting absences would equal 
one   senate   absence   was 
passed. Senators can be 
impeached for 3 senate ab- 
sences. 
Credentials committee 
chairman Greg Hodge ex- 
plained it is up to the chair- 
man to excuse the absence, 
subject to the approval of the 
committee. If the committee 
disagrees with the chairman, 
the matter would be brought 
before the senate as a 
proposal, and sent before the 
credentials committee. 
Manning reported that the 
proposal to join National 
Student Lobby was tabled in 
Monday's finance committee 
Duke reveals minutes of secret meeting 
(Continued from Page 2) 
cheat, cut it off and throw it 
away; it is better to lose only 
part of you than to have your 
whole body suspended for a 
minimum of one semester. 
Whereas academic 
tradition at Madison College is 
lacking, be it resolved that the 
SGA organize a booster's club 
for the purpose of cheering the 
president of the college when 
he appears before the general 
assembly in Richmond. 
Whereas leaks to the press 
and in the lake are liable to be 
a problem, be it resolved that 
a committee be appointed to 
investigate said leaks. 
The above proposal was 
amended to read that Duke 
would be recommended to be 
chairman of said committee 
due to his recent undercover 
status as a duck. 
Whereas the Shenandoah 
Valley is a scene of ever- 
increasing crime, poverty, 
strife, and panty raids, be it 
resolved that it shall rain 40 
days and 40 nights. 
Madison's tenure rate low 
(Continued from Page 1) 
•He believes SCHEV will 
recommend that a plurality of 
tenure systems be allowed in 
the state. In other Words, the 
Council would recommend 
that there be no change in 
current policy. 
The tenure policy here.is 
that a "faculty member who is 
making a contribution to 
Madison College should be 
given the security that the 
knowledge of continued 
employment will give him," 
Stanton said. "It is in the 
interest of the college to retain 
competent faculty members." 
Faculty members who are 
not performing well are given 
help in making plans for 
improvement, Stanton said. 
Faculty improvement is the 
"wave of the future," he 
added. 
Occassionally, there is a 
faculty member who "finds 
he is in the wrong institution," 
Stanton ..aid. The ad- 
ministration tries to make 
such a person's stay at 
Madison "pleasant," Stanton 
said. Such people would not 
be considered for tenure, but 
they comprise only a  very 
Alternatives to degrees 
Tired of boring lectures, 
tedious exams and outrageous 
room and board rates in 
college towns? 
According to author John 
Bear, there may be an easier 
way to get an education. "It is 
honestly possible to earn a 
fully-accredited, legal, 
legitimate, even prestigious 
bachelors, masters or doc- 
torate from a number of well- 
known colleges without ever 
taking a single course." 
In his book "College 
Degrees by Mail" Bear says 
that hundreds of alternatives 
are open to students for ob- 
taining college degrees, from 
buying degrees outright and 
diploma mills to correspon- 
dence classes, independent 
study and special exams. 
In some states you can 
become a practicing lawyer 
without taking a bar exam he 
claims. 
small percentage of teachers 
at Madison, Santon said. 
The SCHEV study on 
faculty workload investigated 
the amount of work a faculty 
member did, in a week. The 
average teaching load in 
Virginia was 12 hours, the 
same as at Madison. 
The teaching load -is 
sometimes reduced to allow 
the faculty member to do 
research, Stanton said. 
The average number of 
hours worked at Madison is 58 
hours a week, according to the 
study. This includes time 
spent teaching, grading 
papers, advising students and 
in public service. 
The average at the 
University of Virginia is 53 
hours and the average at the 
College of William and Mary 
is 59 hours, according to 
SCHEV. 
Whereas it shall ram 40 
days and 40 nights, be it 
resolved that the SGA ap- 
propriate $9,000 to build an 
ark, to contain all the senators 
and the Deans of Students for 
the duration of the flood. 
This proposal was amended 
at the request of Anestos to 
include that a beer tap with 
unlimited kegs and 25 dancing 
girls be placed on the ark, and 
that one of the ducks from 
Newman Lake be taken along 
so that they could send it out to 
find land. 
meeting and would be 
discussed next week. 
Hodge announced that the 
credentials committee would 
like to add a fifth member. 
The proposal that courtesy 
phones be placed in the dor- 
mitories was refused by the 
student services committee 
because the cost was too high, 
according to chairman to 
Butler. He added that collect 
calls could be accepted on 
these phones, and that the 
SGA would be responsible for 
all calls. 
The buildings and grounds 
committee reported the yield 
sign at Grace and Mason 
streets would be discussed 
with the highway department. 
The committee is going to try 
to get it changed to a stop sign. 
Louden reported that the 
SGA is currently conducting 
an audit of all organizations 
financed by SGA, and that he 
would present the findings to 
the SGA as each audit is 
completed. 
The SGA proposed that: 
$50 be given to the Young 
Democrats, the Young 
Republicans and the Young 
Americans for Freedom to 
help finance a joint victory 
parry to be held on Nov. 2. 
The clocks on campus will 
be investigated. 
, _-!_-.-! -.---»---»». .»»»■■■»■■»»»< 
Midway Arco -Grocery 
Beer        Snacks        Spjt Drinks 
Next To Campus On Main St. 
* *  Coupon * 
| 10% Off 
jf on  Warm-Up Suits 
J ^°J^r Choice at 
^Valley Sports Center 









Why not take a break 
this weekend 
Come visit Spanky's - 
we've changed jh. (C 
Introducing the rascals 
and the clubroom 
New menu Waitress service 
Seating for 75 people 
OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. to 1 a.m.   Sun. 10 a.m. to 1a.m. 





Th» special •lf«ctt 
or* stoggsringty ivaNtticF 
Hull V>r«   '«* "*»   <*41 
QUiliiSl 
WUHM swawn IN win 
Mil IU0IB IIUUimNIH!   %»»wm*m 
nan ram .  :»•> «»» mm 
V »* 
./ ljflt_~J       \jl«W iLiO   K%   h  (Wkxkng S«CIAl VISUAl EFfKTS) 
Fri.  Oct. 22 
7 and 10pm 
Wilson   75C/ID 





Nov 2   Wilson Hall  8pm 
\ 
October 23, 8pm 
JACK SHELDON 
tVltfl ^ 
THE MADISON JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Wilson Hall FREE w/MADISON ID 
91" NON MADISON STUDENTS 
93» GENERAL PUBLIC 
LAS VEGAS SHOW MISS VIRGINIA BEACH 
All Tickets At Door 
NW»Md«MM>M««44 >W*J ...v.v-....v; -, •.-.■. 
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FOR SALE: 1973 TOYOTA 
CELICA ST Very good con- 
dition Asking $2,650. Call Phil 
433-2076. 
FOR   SALE    GIBSON    S.G. 
Electric guitar. One pickup, 
cherry red finish, with case. 
Very good condition $170 or 
offer. Call Chris at 4642. 
FOR SALE ELECTRIC 
GUITAR: 1969 Gibson S.G. 
Special. Cherry Red finish, 2 
pickups, hardshell case. Good 
condition. $195 or offer. Call 
Chuck at 4345— must sell. 
FOR SALE8Track Panasonic 
car tape player. Easy 
dismount to put in trunk for 
safety. $55. Various tapes $3. 
Ladies Ski Boots Black 
. "Koflach" size 9M. Excellent 
for the new skier $25. Call 
Mary 434-0281. 
FOR SALE: SKIIS, 190 cm 
Lange Slalom's for in- 
termediate- advanced skier. 
Good condition, used 2 
seasons. Sony tape deck, TC 
255. Large quantity Freeze- 
dried foods. Contact Flash, 
P.O. 915. 
FOR SALE: Full set of 
Lefthanded   Golf  Clubs   In- 
cludes New Balls, Tees and 
very nice bag.   Call 434-0523 
and ask for Clubs. 
ONE SINGER UPRIGHT 
CARPET VACUUM 
CLEANER One Eureka 
Canister vacuum cleaner 
(both in excellent condition) 
Call 434-1545 after 5 p.m. 
Wanted to buy* 
WANT TO BUY sun lamp. 
Call 434-0628 after 5 p.m. 
Help wanted 
JOBS ON SHIPS! Men- 
Women. American. Foreign. 
No experience  required. 
Excellent  pay.     Worldwide 
travel. Summer job or career. 
Send $3.00 for information. 
SEAFAX, Dept. M-6 Box 2049, 
Port   Angeles, Washington 
98362. 
For rent 
SCUBA DIVING DISCOUNT 
Rental, Rock Shop.Blue Ridge 
Dive & Craft Shop, 1726 Allied 
St., Charlottesville, Only 
Hours: 1-5 Sat. & Sun. Phone 
804-293-6984. /■ 
Lost and found 
LOST PEARL RING with gold 
band. If found please contact 
Cookie Constantino at 4240 or 
P.O. 1027.  $5 reward. 
Personal 
W ORDER TO keep our 
constituents properly in- 
formed, we, the undersigned, 
appoint our personal press 
secretaries: Sen. Manning 
appoints Paul Weber; Sen. 
Snyder appoints Tex Hamp- 
ton, and Sen. Huff appoints 
Alan Peterson. PRM, LRS, 
AJH.  / 
ERICA, JEAN AND CINDY 
A302--Your's   today;   Ours 
tomorrow;   (or  tonight). 
Mystery Suite PS.  Got that 
Julie   and    Donna?        (in 
Wayland) 
DOONESBURY fiy Garry Trudeau 
WELL, AS I SAID EARLIER 
IDONT THINK I COULD 
HAVE COME THIS fARW/TH- 
\m THE ENCOURAGEMENT 
> OF MY DEAR 
I HUSBAND DICK'\ 
STAFF, ASWNVENIMTASITISRJR 
US10 BLAME ALL OUR WOES ON 
MS. DAVENPORT. IT IS BECOMING 
\ APPARENT THAT A MORE SERIOUS 
;  PROBLEM IS A SHAMEFUL LACK 
1P0N7THINK I HAVE TO 
TELL ANYONE HERE THAT ONE 
OF THE REASONS THAT DEAR MRS- 
J OAVENPORTISD0IN6SOWELL 
i  IS THAT SHE'S GOT 60W 
N——  COMMUNITY 
SUZIE Q: Happy 18 years and 
one day! This Saturday 
makes 7 weeks-let's celebrate 
both Saturday night. Love 
Fred. 
THE MAIN DOV— Oh, my 
aching fluffies. Don't let 
Beethoven get you down. 
Good LUCK Saturday night. If 
you know what I mean. Your 
fellow Flubs of America, 
Maurs a-go-go, Shers a-stop- 
stop, Hills a-hop-hop, Otter, 
all the Cretons and of course 
your  favorite Incogs. 
SEXY-VOICED Melinda and 
Sara. . . Why are you all talk 
and no action? Don't you 
know it's better to give than 
always to receive? Dave and 
roommate. 
A302 Telephone conversations 
are confining, when .can we 
get together? (Have a good 
weekend George) Mystery 
Suite 
HAPPY 18th P.T. You're a 
legal beagle! Just go home 
and see if I care; .no steak or 
ice cream for you, cutie...The 
Gram Face Rowdie 
KOOTA-GOODA: At last! 
The world's weirdest 8 weeks 
have ended. Rejoice! Happy 
Student Teaching. Don't get 
hit with a hockey stick, and 
thanks, thanks, thanks for the 
party. I was surprised. 
Always, Big Yen.  ■ 
BLONDIE, I JUST 
CANT BELIEVE THIS I 
HOW CAN THIS FLAKY 




LET ME &VE YOU AN EXAM- 
PLE. YESTERDAY, •'NEWSWEEK" 
CALLED THE OFFICE IN REFER- 
ENCE TO A STORY THEY WERE 






THERE'S A BIG LESSON IN THAT, 
GANG! FROMN0WON,ALL0FUS 
ARE GOING TO BE OUT THERE IN 
THE NEIGHBORHOODS -CANVASSING, 
RAPPING, COMMUNICATING ONE 
ONONBf 
SHEL: Welcome to the bosom 
of the Springfield Homestead! 
It's a soap opera-don't get 
involved. So how's the bed? 
Hope your student taching 
endeavours are dy-no-mite! 
Keep smiling. 
TO THE GIRLS IN THE 
PURPLE GREMLIN: Sorry 
we lost you last Thursday. 
Maybe we'll get lucky next 
time or vice-versa. And no, 
we're not perverts, we live 
downhill. LIGHTWEIGHT 
and the TWO MANIACS. 
SUGARBEAR: Hi,    just 
thought    I'd    give    them 
something to read. 
TO TOM HOCH-Your feet are 
on the move and Congrads on 
all the wins so far. Think 
you'll figure it our. Love ya. 
T.P. 
DUKE SAYS why bother? 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
SHARON Welch. We knew 
you'd love seeing your name 
m The Breeze. Sandy, Mary 
and Carol. 
SWEETHEARTS don't grow 
on bees or in pumpkin pat- 
ches. They are few and far 
between Harrisonburg and 
Hampton. I am glad that I 
found mine because The Kid 
makes the pumpkin very 
happy. 
ALSO, I THINK I'D HAVE 
70 GIVE MUCH CREDIT TO 
MY SMALL BUT DEDICATED 




BWNUE!  SHEHAD 
I WANT    SOMBWCK/ nn r 
A STAFF *_     fJjjfjQ 





1 7ELLUSUHERE   HEE.HEE! 
YOUWZ*    AT7NE 
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THINKS THAT'S    NOTMl 
FUNNY? NOT ME! 
